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ABSTRACT
A LASER ION SOURCE FOR THIN FILM DEPOSITION: CHARACTERIZATION OF
SOURCE AND GROWTH CONDITIONS
Md. Mahmudur Rahman
Old Dominion University, 2019
Director: Dr. Hani Elsayed-Ali

Multicharged aluminum and carbon ions are generated by a laser-arc ion source. The design,
construction, and testing of a compact laser ion source is demonstrated where the laser plasma is
amplified by a high voltage spark-discharge. Optical emission and ion time-of-flight are
measured for a spark-coupled laser aluminum plasma. A Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (wavelength
λ = 1064 nm, pulse width τ ~7 ns, pulse energy Ep ≤ 260 mJ, intensity I ≤ 15 × 109 W/cm2)
generates the Al plasma, while a synchronized spark-discharge enhances the ion flux and charge
state. Time-integrated, spatially resolved optical spectra are used to obtain the plasma excitation
temperature Te and density ne. The coupling of 2.4 J of spark-discharge to the laser plasma
enhances the optical emission line intensity. The effective ion temperature Ti is calculated from a
shifted Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution fit of the time-of-flight signal deconvolved for each ion
charge. For I = 3.5 × 109 W/cm2, Ti is ~15 eV. For spark energy of 2.4 J coupled to the laser
plasma, Ti increases to ~50 eV, and up to Al8+ is identified from the ion time-of-flight signal. The
Ti obtained from the ion time-of-flight is much larger than Te obtained from optical spectroscopy,
although the plasma is considered to be in local thermodynamic equilibrium. This result is
explained in view of the temporal development of the ablation plume and the different plasma
regions probed by the two methods.
Multicharged carbon ions are also generated by a different laser-assisted spark-discharge
(laser-arc) ion source configuration. A Q-switched Nd:YAG laser pulse (1064 nm, 7 ns, ≤ 4.5 ×
109 W/cm2) focused onto the surface of a glassy carbon target results in its ablation. The sparkdischarge (~1.2 J energy, ~1 µs duration) is initiated along the direction of the plume
propagation between the target surface and a grounded mesh that is parallel to the target surface.
Ions emitted from the laser-spark plasma are detected by their time-of-flight using a Faraday cup.
The ion energy-to-charge ratio is analyzed by a three-mesh retarding field analyzer. In one set of
experiments, the laser plasma is generated by target ablation using a 50 mJ laser pulse. In another

set of experiments, ~1.2 J spark-discharge energy is coupled to the expanding plasma to increase
the plasma density and temperature that results in the generation of carbon multicharged ions up
to C6+. A delay-generator is used to control the time delay between the laser pulse and the
thyratron trigger. The highest charge amplification is recorded at ~0.9 µs time delay between the
laser pulse and spark-discharge. Ion generation from a laser pulse when a DC high-voltage is
applied to the target is compared to that when a spark-discharge with equivalent pulsed voltage is
applied to the target. The laser-coupled spark-discharge (7 kV peak voltage, 810 A peak current)
increases the maximum detected ion charge state from C4+ to C6+, accompanied by an increase in
the ion yield by a factor of ~6 compared to applying 7.0 kV DC voltage to the target.
Pulse laser deposition is used to deposit Al thin film on Si substrate. The growth conditions
of the Al thin-film are investigated using a femtosecond pump-probe setup. The
thermomodulation response from the thin film is measured. The goal is to measure the thin-film
heat transfer as well as the thickness of the thin film. A femtosecond (800 nm, 100 fs FWHM,
0.15 nJ/pulse) laser pulse creates acoustic-strain pulse in the Al thin film. The time of flight of
the acoustic pulse shows that the echoes of the acoustic pulse reflected from the metal/substrate
interface change the optical reflectivity at the film surface. This information can be used to
determine the thin-film thickness. The sensitivity of the femtosecond pump-probe setup is in the
range of 10-6.
On-line thickness measurement of Al thin-film during pulse laser deposition is not successful
due to the roughness of the thin film; instead, thermal evaporation on Si substrate is
demonstrated by femtosecond optical pump-probe spectroscopy. A femtosecond Ti:sapphire
laser pulse (wavelength λ = 800 nm, pulse width τ ∼ 100 fs, pulse energy Ep = 1.25 nJ) is used to
instantaneously heat (pump) the surface of Al thin-film that changes the temperature profile of
the target surface. The delayed probe pulse, also with λ = 800 nm, is used to investigate the
change in transient thermoreflectance ΔR/R in order of 10-6 for the Al thin-film. The thermal
expansion creates isotropic thermal stress in the Al surface that generates an acoustic wave of
ultrasonic frequency. The travel time of the optically induced strain normal to the surface of the
sample is measured to evaluate in-situ thickness measurement of Al in the range of 30 to 450 nm
during the film deposition.
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1
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Multicharged ions are used in many applications including surface hardening of iron [1],
the growth of diamond-like thin films [2], carbon ion radiotherapy [3], bandgap modification of
TiO2 [4], and synthesis of multi-layer graphene [5]. Although the singly-charged ions are used in
most of these applications, the use of multicharged ions (MCIs) offers several advantages
compared to the singly-charged ions. MCIs require less accelerating voltage to gain certain
kinetic energy as well as a less magnetic field to focus and bend the ion beam [6]. Slow MCIs
with potential energy in the hundreds or thousands of eV interact with the top atomic layer of the
irradiated surface allowing for highly-localized energy deposition. Applications of MCIs include
ion implantation [7], ion lithography [8], potential sputtering for surface patterning and cleaning
[9], and carbon ion radiotherapy [10, 11]. In carbon radiotherapy, accelerated carbon ions are
used to deliver a radiation dose to the tumor with minimal impact on the neighboring healthy
cells. Carbon ions can reach deep-seated tumors that are difficult to access and are shown to be
effective in their treatment [12, 13].
The interaction of high-power laser pulse with solids ablates the target material and
generates plasma that is utilized in applications such as pulsed laser deposition, laser-induced
breakdown spectroscopy, and in laser material processing. Recent developments in the
generation of multicharged ions (MCI) from laser plasma are attracting significant interest [14,
15]. Applications of MCI sources include nanoprocessing, nanofabrication, ion implantation, ion
lithography, cancer therapy, and secondary ion mass-spectrometry [6]. A variable energy
radiofrequency quadrupole implanter was developed to implant Al2+ ions on a wafer, with
energies of 1.0 MeV and 0.9 MeV [7]. Masked ion beam lithography by MCI was demonstrated
by producing an array of hundreds of ordered micrometer wide dots using Xe44+ on poly
(methylmethacrylate) resist [8]. Selective sputtering of impurity hydrogen atoms from a GaN
surface by slow multicharged Arq+ was demonstrated and suggested that the potential sputtering
rather than the kinetic sputtering of impurities was dominant in the Ar8+ impact [16]. MCI was
also used in protein fragmentation of biomolecules. Peptides plasmid DNA molecules were
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irradiated with Xe44+ and dramatic molecular damage was reported [17]. Kitagawa et al. showed
the use of carbon ions at the heavy-ion medical accelerator where C2+ or C4+ ions were produced
for daily clinical treatments, mainly by a 10 GHz electron cyclotron resonance ion source [18].
Carbon implantation into titanium is known to enhance surface properties like wear behavior,
mechanical hardness or the friction coefficient. An implantation technique was developed which
allows simultaneous multicharged ion implantation (from C+ up to C4+) to enhance the surface
performance and microstructural modifications of the near surface region of Ti-6Al-4V [19].

1.1

Laser multicharged ion source

The use of laser plasma as an efficient source of highly-charged ions was reported in the
early seventies [20]. Most of the initial laser ion source experiments were focused on elements
with a low atomic number but later extended to heavier elements [21]. Laser-driven ion
acceleration, using a nanosecond laser pulse was demonstrated in a number of experiments [22].
Laser-ablation generates an intense laser-plasma from any solid target and requires no
differential pumping, as in the case of electron cyclotron resonance and electron beam ion trap
sources [15, 23-26]. The ion yield of the laser ion source depends on the laser pulse energy, pulse
width, spot size, and target material. The charge separation from laser plasma can be achieved by
creating a uniform ion accelerating external electric field. Decoupling of the laser plume
expansion, that is accompanied by ion separation, from external ion acceleration by allowing the
plasma to expand in a field-free region then accelerating them is well-demonstrated [22]. For
laser ion sources, scaling ion yield is accomplished by increasing the laser pulse energy. This
approach is constrained by the need for larger laser systems and reduced pulse repletion rate.
Laser-arc ion sources are an attractive approach as only a low-energy laser pulse is required for
target ablation while the energy for ionization and plasma heating mainly comes from a sparkdischarge coupled to the laser plasma [27, 28].
Laser MCI sources offer a pulsed, high flux source of ions from practically any solid
target and require no differential pumping, as in the case of electron cyclotron resonance and
electron beam ion trap sources [13, 14]. Although nanosecond lasers are mainly used in the
generation of MCIs, femtosecond lasers have also been demonstrated to yield MCIs with high
charge states [15,16]. The ion generation and the charge state of the MCIs are dependent on the
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laser parameters, such as laser intensity and wavelength [17, 18]. However, in addition to the
complexity of lasers delivering pulses with high energy, increasing the laser pulse energy
generally limits the pulse repetition rate. The basic characteristics of plasma generated by
nanosecond laser ablation have been the subject of many studies, but only a few studies
considered the properties of a spark-discharge coupled to a laser-plasma generated in vacuum
[19-22].
Multicharged ions are generated by ablating a solid target with a focused laser pulse
where the power densities are between 109 – 1016 W cm-2 [29]. In a laser-produced plasma, the
Knudsen layer is formed within a few particle-free paths near the target surface in which as few
as 3 collisions per particle occurs [30]. Particles vaporized, sputtered, or desorbed reach
equilibrium with each other within the Knudsen layer formed in a near-surface region during the
laser ablation due to strong gas-phase interactions. This leads to a directional expansion
perpendicular to the target surface. The ions freely drift into the vacuum, and ion charge-states
are frozen at large distances. Furthermore, introducing an electric field increases the kinetic
energy of ions; thus, separation of ions occurs with faster arrival time at the Faraday cup. More
electrons are repelled, and more ions are exposed to the accelerating field. Space-charge limited
flow in the ion sheath governs the ion extraction if the ion density is neglected during ion
extraction by the external electric field [31]. The process of ion acceleration is initiated by
electron acceleration by inverse Bremsstrahlung within the laser pulse duration. Due to the
slower mobility of ions compared to the electrons, large Coulomb forces are formed between fast
electron and ion layers in the early stages of plasma plume formation. The electric field due to
the Coulomb forces accelerates ions with higher degree of ionization to higher kinetic energies.
The ions with higher kinetic energies are located in the outer position of the plasma plume due to
their higher flow velocity [32].

1.2

Laser-arc ion source
Cathodic-arcs, also called a metal-vapor-vacuum-arc or simply a vacuum-arc, are also

used for ion generation [33]. Cathodic-arc occurs at different gas pressures with the background
gas significantly participating in the discharge processes [34]. Cathodic-arcs have been
investigated for applications in thin film deposition, ion implantation, and high current switches
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[35]. The plasma generated by cathodic-arcs is highly ionized and contains a large number of
MCIs with average kinetic energies of up to 100 eV [36]. However, cathodic-arcs are highly
unstable [37]. The stability of the cathodic-arc depends on the arc energy, background pressure,
electrode temperature, electrode shape, and electrode surface morphology. During the sparkdischarge, the arc current is localized to cathode spots. The formation of the cathode spot is
necessary to provide sufficient power density for plasma heating, electron emission, and current
transport between the cathode and anode [37]. The metal plasma that is generated at the cathode
spot contains an ion drift energy of about 10 to 200 eV depending on the ion mass [38].
Coupling of a spark-discharge to a laser-plasma is shown as an effective method of
enhancing the MCI generation. Takagi et al. reported on a laser-triggered spark MCI source that
can produce ions with energies from several hundreds of eV to several tens of keV and charge
states up to Fe16+ using a spark-discharge (10.4 μF capacitor charged to 5 kV) [20]. Shaim and
Elsayed-Ali reported enhancement of the total charge of a laser Al MCI source by a factor of ∼9
and the generation of charge states up to Al6+ by a spark-discharge (0.1 μF capacitor charged to
5.0 kV) coupled to the Nd:YAG laser plasma. The spark was triggered by the laser plasma
plume, and the discharge time was ~1.2 µs [23]. Coupling the arc to laser-plasma is used as an
effective deposition method. Deposition of diamond-like carbon (DLC) films by laser-arc
method was reported with a deposition rate of 5 nm/s [39]. The laser-arc deposition was also
used in industrial hard coating applications where different substrate materials were coated by
DLC resulting in films with frictional coefficient ~0.1 and hardness up to 80 GPa compared to
steel [40]. Extreme ultraviolet light was generated by hybrid laser-assisted-vacuum-arc discharge
plasmas using Sn-coated rotating-disc-electrodes [41]. Moreover, the laser-arc ion source was
used as an effective method to increase the ion yield and charge state [42]. A laser ablationassisted plasma discharge source was used to generate Al ions where laser ablation was
accomplished by focusing a KrF excimer laser (1.2 J pulse energy, 40 ns pulse width, 248 nm
wavelength) onto a solid Al target with a fluence of approximately 10 J/cm 2 [43]. Takagi et al.
reported the generation of Fe16+ with ion energies from several hundreds of eV to several tens
keV using a 125 J spark-discharge pulse energy coupled to a laser pulse [44]. Shaim et al.
reported an Nd:YAG laser-arc ion source where the total Al ion yield from the laser-plasma was
enhanced by a factor of ∼9 and the maximum charge state was increased from Al4+ to Al6+ with
spark-discharge coupling [32]. In that case, the spark-discharge was generated by a 0.1 μF
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capacitor charged to a maximum 5.0 kV and the discharge time was ~1.2 µs [27]. Balki et al.
reported the generation of the fully-ionized C6+ by a spark-discharge coupled to a carbon laser
plasma with a spark discharge energy of ∼0.75 J and a laser pulse energy of ∼50 mJ [28].

1.3

Growth of the Al thin film by pulsed laser deposition

Laser ablation is a physical method that has emerged as an effective method for the
growth of high purity thin films and nanostructured materials. By adjusting the deposition
parameters, this technique offers the possibility to deposit and control the morphology of a large
variety of materials from small metallic nanoparticles, to semi-continuous or continuous ultrathin layered or multilayered films [45]. Most studies dealing with the deposition of metals by
pulsed laser deposition concern noble metals for catalytic and optical applications. There are
many reports in the literature describing the deposition of Al by PLD [19, 32–34]. One reason is
the high reflectivity of Al in the first steps of the ablation process (∼92% in the UV range),
leading to a low ablation rate. In addition, plume deflection occurring as a result of Al target
degradation under UV irradiation can also affect the deposition rate and the quality of the
deposited layer [34]. For these reasons, it can be challenging to obtain thick aluminum films
(>100 nm) by PLD.

1.4

Scope of research

The research presented in this dissertation provides a detailed experimental procedure for
MCI production by means of a laser-spark ion source. The main goal is to increase the plasma
ionization by coupling a spark discharge with the laser-plasma. The increase in the plasma
ionization enhances the total ion generation along with the increase in maximum charge state.
This dissertation is organized as follows:
Chapter 1 describes the MCIs, mechanism of laser ion source, literature review of
previous work on laser multicharged ion source.
Chapter 2 explains the details of the optical emission spectroscopy, experimental setup of
a LIBS, the laser-plasma characterization using optical spectroscopy.
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Chapter 3 covers the details of the ion transport line module simulation. Faraday cup with
three-grid retarding field ion energy analyzer, einzel lens, cylindrical ion deflector, and parallel
plate ion selector is fabricated and tested.
Chapter 4 explains the details of the laser-spark MCI source. The laser produced plasma
is reheated by deposition of external energy from a capacitor. The laser-spark plasma is
characterized in terms of spark energy and laser fluence.
Chapter 5 describes a different configuration of the laser-arc ion source. The carbon
plasma is generated between the target and the mesh parallel to each other.
Chapter 6 provides a detailed account of construction and optimization of a femtosecond
pump-probe optical setup. pulsed laser deposition technique is applied to deposit Al thin-film.
Later a modified optical pump-probe setup is also discussed to study the online thickness
measurement of the Al thin-film deposited by the thermal evaporation.
Chapter 7 covers the conclusion and a summary of the work presented along with
suggestions for future work.
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CHAPTER 2

LASER PLASMA AND OPTICAL EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY

2.1

Introduction

Laser-produced plasma can be generated by applying a high-intensity laser beams on a
solid, liquid or gas sample. Different types of laser can be used to generate laser plasma. The
ablation process changes depending on the laser pulse type. We used a nanosecond laser pulse to
ablate a solid Al target. For nanosecond laser pulse the ablation process is divided into three
main stages. The first stage is the ablation and evaporation of the target material. The second
stage is the interaction between the evaporated material and laser pulse resulting in the material
heating and plasma formation. The third stage is the plasma plume expansion and rapid cooling
[46]. The main absorption mechanisms of the plasma consist of the electron-atom inverse
bremsstrahlung, electron-ion inverse bremsstrahlung, photoionization, and Mie absorption [47].
The contribution of each of these mechanisms depends on the laser pulse width, the stage of
plasma formation, and the plasma properties.

2.2

Formation of laser plasma
The various complex mechanisms are involved in a laser ablation process includes laser

absorption by the target material, evaporation, transient gas dynamics, ionization, and
recombination. For nanosecond laser ablation, the electrons in the plume gain energy mainly by
inverse bremsstrahlung. The electrons transfer their energy to the ions and the neutrals through
collision processes. The time needed to transfer the energy from the electrons to the ions is much
shorter than the nanosecond laser pulse duration resulting in the thermalization of the electrons
and ions in the laser plume. Due to the small mass of the electrons compared to the ions, some of
the thermalized electrons develop high velocities and escape earlier than the ions resulting in the
formation of a transient electrostatic. The optical emission spectra are dominating when the
radiation process decays significantly. During that stage, the excited electrons travel back to the
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initial energy level and produce the optical emission spectrum [48]. Fig. 2.1 shows the basic
mechanism of laser plasma generation. During the interaction of the laser pulse with a metal
surface the electrons absorb the energy. The excited electrons transfer the energy to the phonon
which is known as electron-phono coupling. However, for the nanosecond laser pulse ablation
the ultrafast events like electron-phonon coupling is not observed as it takes place in 10-12 sec
time range.

Fig. 2.1 Laser-material interaction process. Figure is reproduced after [48].

The main physical process of laser-plasma generation involves heat conduction, melting and
vaporization of the target. The density and temperature of the laser-produced plasma can be so
high that an efficient shielding of the target occurs during the laser pulse. For the nanosecond
laser pulse, the absorbed laser energy heats up the target to the melting point and then to the
vaporization temperature. In the laser produced plasma the ionization takes place. The two main
mechanisms of ionization of laser plasma are electron impact ionization and photo ionization.
The photoionization takes place for laser pulse intensity higher than 1014 W/cm2 whereas, the
electron impact ionization occur at laser intensity lower than 1014 W/cm2 [48].

2.2.1 Electron impact ionization

Two dominant photon absorption processes can take place during laser material
interaction which lead to breakdown and consequently the formation of plasma. The electron
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impact ionization, also known as inverse bremsstrahlung (IB) absorption, takes place for
comparatively low laser pulse intensity. In this process, a free electron gains kinetic energy from
the laser beam. The energized electron starts a cascade of ionization and excitation through
collision with neutral atoms. Fig. 2.2 shows the basic mechanism of the IB process. Initially the
electron gains the energy from the laser pulse. The photons will couple into the available
electronic or vibrational states in the material depending on the photon energy. In insulators and
semiconductors, the absorption of laser light predominantly occurs through resonant excitations
such as transitions of valence band electrons to the conduction band (inter-band transitions) or
within bands (inter-sub-band transitions) [49]. The energized electron knocks out another
electron from a neutral atom and starts an avalanche mechanism. The large density of neutrals in
the initial vapor significantly enhances the IB process. The efficiency of the laser heating of the
plasma by IB

Fig. 2.2 Schematic illustration of inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption. Figure is reconstructed after [50].

decreases with the square of the laser wavelength when the degree of ionization is low and as the
cube of the wavelength when the ionization is extensive [51]. As a result, the IB process is less
efficient in the UV than in the visible part of the spectrum.

2.2.2 Multiphoton ionization (MPI)

The second mechanism of photon absorption is photoionization (PI) of excited species
and, at sufficiently high laser intensity, multiphoton ionization (MPI) of excited or ground-state
atoms. In general, an atom with ionization potential (Ei) can be ionized by the intense photon
flux of Q-switched lasers by simultaneously absorbing Ei/hv quanta. Since atoms and molecules
exist only in discrete energy states, photon absorption cannot take place unless there is resonance
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between an allowed state and the quantum energy hv. However, a virtual excited state of the
atom to exist on absorbing a photon for a time dictated by the uncertainty principle. If photons
are absorbed with sufficient frequency in a succession of higher energy states, ionization can
result. Fig. 2.3 shows that an atom will acquire total Ei energy in a successive process by
travelling n number virtual energy stage to get ionized. This process of successive absorption
into a sequence of virtual states is known as multiphoton absorption [52].

Fig. 2.3 Schematic illustration of multiphoton ionization. Figure is reconstructed after [50].

2.3

Optical emission spectroscopy

Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) is a common technique used to probe the excitation
temperature Te and density ne in plasma [24-29]. Sabsabi et al. used LIBS in the air to analyze an
Al alloy target and reported plasma Te ~6730 K [3]. Abdellatif et al. studied Al laser plasma (λ =
1064 nm, τ = 7 ns, and laser intensity I = 8.7 × 1010 W/cm2). Using OES, they reported ne ∼1.13
× 1018 cm−3 and Te ∼1.17 eV at 100 μm from the Al target surface [28]. Nassef and Elsayed-Ali
developed a spark-discharge coupled laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (SD-LIBS)
operating in air. Their spark circuit consisted of a 0.25 F capacitor charged to 3.5 kV and
triggered by the laser plasma. Spark-discharge coupling resulted in an intensity enhancement of
the Al II at 358.56 line by a factor of 50 to 400 as the laser fluence was decreased from 48 to 4
J/cm2 [21]. OES was used to probe the Te by observing the Cu atomic lines at 510.55, 515.32,
and 521.82 nm at delays of 1 and 4 s after the laser pulse. For the laser plasma alone, with a
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laser fluence of 48 J/cm2, Te exhibited a fast decay from ~9500 to ~6000 K at 10 µs after the
laser pulse. While for SD-LIBS, this decay time increased to 60 µs. In that case, the persistence
of the plasma for longer times, due to the spark, contributed to the increase in the measured timeintegrated line intensity amplification [21]. Laser Al plasma generated in an electric field applied
in the direction parallel to the plume expansion was previously characterized by ion time-offlight combined with optical emission spectroscopy [30].

2.4

Laser Induced optical emission spectroscopy (LIBS)

There are several diagnostic techniques for characterizing a laser produced plasma
including optical emission spectroscopy, mass spectroscopy, laser induced fluorescence,
Langmuir probe, photothermic beam deflection, microwave and laser interferometry, and
Thomson scattering [53]. Fast photography adds another dimension to ablation diagnostics by
providing two-dimensional snapshots of the three-dimensional plume propagation [54]. These
capabilities become essential for understanding the plume hydrodynamics, propagation, and
reactive scattering. Laser Induced optical emission spectroscopy (LIBS) is a technique to
determine the elemental composition. Compared to conventional methods, its ability to analyze
solids, liquids, and gases with a little or no sample preparation makes it suitable for multielement analysis. The method can be certified for analytical applications of interest in space
applications, environmental monitoring, and quality control processes. To generate laser plasma,
the laser must generate pulses of sufficient energy above a certain threshold whose values
depend on the target and the laser characteristics. The excitation is accompanied by atomic,
molecular and ionic spectral emission over a wide range of spectra. As the plasma cools,
broadband emission decays and atomic and ionic lines are emitted. Several different
experimental parameters such as laser wavelength, repetition rate, interaction geometry, surface
conditions may affect the effective analytical possibilities of the optical emission spectroscopy
method [55].
Fig. 2.4 shows the basic components of LIBS. LIBS involves focusing of a laser pulse on
a target to generate optically induced plasma from the target. A delay generator can be used to
trigger the spectrometer with respect to the laser pulse to record the time-resolved-spectroscopy
of the laser plasma. The triggering option is usually integrated with most of the advanced
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spectrometer. The 1:1 image of the laser plasma can be created, using two identical lenses, on the
tip of an optical fiber which is connected to the spectrometer. The spatial information of the laser
plasma plume is recorded by changing the position of lens L3 which changes the position of the
plasma image. The element type and concentration of the target material are determined by
analyzing the optical spectrum.

Fig. 2.4 Experimental setup of optical emission spectroscopy. The image of the laser plasma is created by
combination of L2 and L2 lens. Delay generator is used to determine the time-resolved optical spectra.
The spatially resolved optical spectra are achieved by changing the position of L3.

2.5

Emission process in laser plasma
The plasma becomes an electron-rich high-temperature environment at the early time of

breakdown, due to the ionization process produced by multiphoton absorption and inverse
bremsstrahlung. This results in the formation of time-dependent continuum radiation that may
last for hundreds of nanoseconds. As the plasma propagates in the perpendicular direction to the
target surface, the particle number density begins to decrease. The plasma begins to cool down at
the end of the laser pulse. The recombination and de-excitation events dominate starts when the
plasma power source laser pulse is terminated. During the plasma relaxation the neutral and ion
line characteristic spectral line emission prevails. Three types of radiative transitions as
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spontaneous emission stimulated emission, and absorption is possible due to the interaction of
atom with radiation.

2.5.1 Line emission (bound-bound)

An atom or ion inside of a plasma emits radiation when radiative transitions between
various quantum states occur. The interaction of ions and electrons with the radiating species is
important in plasma spectroscopy. A schematic energy level diagram (Fig. 2.5) of a hydrogenic
species representing the line radiation for electron transitions between bound levels. If υpq is the
frequency of radiation when a transition from a level of principal quantum number p and energy
E(p) to a level of energy E(q) occurs, then hυpq

=

E(p) - E(q) where h is the planks constant.

However, the transition will depend on the transition-probability (Apq) of the level p and q. [56]

Fig. 2.5 Schematic of absorption and emission process. Figure is reconstructed after [56]

2.5.2 Bremsstrahlung radiation (free-free)

Continuous radiation can be observed experimentally originate from mainly three
elementary processes. There are free-bound and free-free electron transitions corresponding to
continuum [59]. Additionally, continuum may be superposed belonging to different ionic states
of the same atomic species. Also, different atomic species present in the plasma may contribute
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to continuous radiation. Free-free radiation occurs due to electron transition between two free
energy levels. Fig. 2.6 shows that a moving electron radiates energy due to the change in
momentum when accelerate or decelerate. If the electron has initial energy E1 and velocity v1.
Due to the coulomb attraction with a positively charge particle the final energy and velocity are
E2 and v2. The change is energy E1-E2 produces the hυ radiation where the h is the planks
constant and υ is the frequency of the radiation [59].
2.5.3 Recombination radiation (free-bound)
Recombination radiation occurs when a free electron collides with ion. The electron can
be captured and forms a new excited ion or a neutral particle. In dielectric recombination a free
electron may be captured without the emission of radiation into a higher energy level of the ion.
Instead of the emitted radiation one of the bound electrons is excited to a higher level by the
excess energy. The new doubly excited atom or ion is de-excited by photon emission or through
an inelastic collision. The rate of this process is known to be very small [57]. Three-body
recombination may occur if two electrons collide with the ion simultaneously. One electron is
captured into an upper excited level, and the other electron carries away the surplus energy. The
captured electron cascades down to the ground state either by radiative transitions or collisions.
Three-body recombination is in competition with radiative recombination and becomes more
probable as the density increases [58].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.6 Schematic of free-bound and free-free radiation. Figure is reconstructed after [56].
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2.6

Plasma characterization

The characterization of laser-induced plasmas through the determination of their
important parameters, such as the temperature, the electron density and the number densities of
the different species present in the plasma, provides a better understanding of complex laserplasma. The temperature is a crucial parameter that can be determined through the Boltzmann
equation if local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) is satisfied. For LTE to exist in the plasma,
the electron density must be high enough so that the collision rates exceed the radiative rates.
Boltzmann’s law enables the determination of the excited state population of an atom or a
molecule. Let N1 and N2 be the densities of particles of a given species, which are distributed into
1 and 2 levels, respectively. Boltzmann’s law is described as,
𝑁2
𝑁1

𝑔

= 𝑔2 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−
1

𝐸2 − 𝐸1
𝑘𝑇

)

(2.1)

where E1 and E2 are the energies of levels 1 and 2, 𝑔2 and 𝑔1 are the statistical weights of the
energies of levels 1 and 2 and T is the temperature. The statistical weight or state density g1 of a
state of energy E1 is related to the quantum number J1, which corresponds to the total kinetic
moment of the energy level i through the relationship 𝑔𝑖 = 2𝐽𝑖 + 1 [59]. It is interesting to
express the density of particles, Ni, of the energy state i as a function of the total relative density
of all levels ∑ Ni = N. Using (2.1), the following equation is obtained

𝑁𝑖 = 𝑁

𝑔𝑖
𝑈(𝑇)

𝐸

𝑒𝑥𝑝(− 𝑘𝑇𝑖 )

(2.2)

where T is the average temperature of the electrons in the energy state i and the partition function
[60], which is written as
𝐸

𝑈(𝑇) = ∑𝑖 𝑔𝑖 𝑒𝑥𝑝(− 𝑘𝑇𝑖 )
This function acts like a normalization factor that ensures the fulfillment of equation (2.2)

(2.3)
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An emission line depends on the probability of transitioning between the two involved energy
levels and their electron population. In thermodynamic equilibrium, the population distribution
of the energy state i, Ni(Ei), is given by the Boltzmann distribution, which is presented in
Equation (2.2). The absorption rate N1B12I(v) represents the number of absorbed photons per
volume per second that must be equal to total emission rate N2B21I(v) + N2A21 because of the
energy conservation law. N1 and N2 represent the population of levels 1 and 2, I(ν) is the spectral
intensity, and A21, B21, and B12 are the Einstein coefficients of spontaneous emission, stimulated
emission and spontaneous absorption, respectively.
[𝐵21 𝐼(𝑣) + 𝐴21 ] 𝑁2 = 𝐵12 𝑁1 𝐼(𝑣)

(2.4)

𝐴21 /𝐵21
𝑁1 𝐵12
( .
)−1
𝑁2 𝐵21

𝐼(𝑣) =

(2.5)

From the Boltzmann equation, we know
𝑁2
𝑁1

By substituting the value of

𝑁2
𝑁1

𝑔2

=

𝑔1

ℎ𝑣

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− 𝑘𝑇) .

(2.6)

in equation (2.5) by (2.6) we get

𝐴21 /𝐵21
𝐵 𝑔
ℎ𝑣
[ 12 . 2 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− )]−1

𝐼(𝑣) =

𝐵21 𝑔1

(2.7)

𝑘𝑇

From plank’s law, we know that the spectral radiance of a body,

𝐵(𝑣) =

2ℎ𝑣 3
𝑐2

1
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

ℎ𝑣
) −1
𝑘𝑇

.

(2.8)

At local thermodynamic equilibrium B(v)=I(v) and The Einstein coefficients can be written as,
𝐵12
𝐵21

𝑔

= 𝑔1
2

𝐴21
𝐵21

=

2ℎ𝑣 3
𝑐2

.

(2.9)
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The electron temperature of a plasma is determined by the ratio of line intensities. If the
plasma is optically thin for line radiation from level j to level i, the emission coefficient of
spectral line can be defined as [50].
ℎ𝑐

𝐼𝑗𝑖 = 4𝜋𝜆 𝐴𝑗𝑖 𝑁𝑗

(2.10)

𝑗𝑖

where λji is the wavelength of the emitted light, h is the Planck’s constant (6.626 × 10−34 J·s), c is
the velocity of light in vacuum (3×108 m/s), and Aji is the transition probability, which is the
probability per second that an atom in State 2 spontaneously emits in a random direction and is
de-excited to State 1. If the upper levels are in local thermal equilibrium (LTE) the population
density is entirely function of electron temperature. Using the Boltzmann relation, the ratio of
two-line intensities is written as
𝜆𝑗𝑖 𝐼𝑗𝑖
𝐴𝑗𝑖 𝑔𝑗

𝐸

ℎ𝑐𝑁

= 4𝜋𝑈(𝑇) exp [− 𝑘𝑇𝑗 ]

.

(2.11)

Taking the logarithm on both sides of Eq. (12) gives

𝜆 𝐼

𝐸

ln (𝑔𝑗𝑖𝐴𝑘𝑖 ) = 𝐶 − 𝑘𝑇𝑗

(2.12)

𝑗 𝑗𝑖

where 𝜆𝑗𝑖 is the wavelength, 𝐼𝑗𝑖 is the relative emissivity, 𝑔𝑗 is the statistical weight of upper
𝜆 𝐼

level, 𝐴𝑗𝑖 is the transition probability, 𝐸𝑗 is excited level energy. A plot of ln (𝑔𝑗𝑖𝐴𝑗𝑖 ) with respect
𝑗 𝑗𝑖

to 𝐸𝑗 for the observed spectral line follows a straight line and its slope −1/kT represents the
temperature.
The temperature is given by

𝑇=−

𝐸𝑖 −𝐸𝑗
𝑘

𝐼 𝑔𝐴𝜆

ln ( 𝐼𝑗 𝑔𝑖 𝐴𝑖 𝜆𝑗 )
𝑖 𝑗 𝑗 𝑖

(2.13)
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with the degeneracy of the upper and lower levels denoted by g, the transition probability by A,
and the wavelength by λ. The advantage of the two-line method is avoiding the need for knowing
the value for the effective path length through the source, the total particle number density, the
partition function, the absolute intensity calibration of the detection system and absolute
transition probabilities. Considerations when selecting a line pair are to have the wavelengths
nearly identical and the difference in upper energies of the two transitions as large as possible.
The first criterion is useful as the relative intensity calibration is easier and more accurate, and
the second ensures that the calculated temperature is more reproducible and not over-sensitive to
small fluctuations in the radiance ratio measurement.

2.7

Conclusion
The process of laser plasma formation is described in this chapter. The laser plasma

generation depends on the various parameters including pulse energy and pulse duration. The
basic principle of a nanosecond laser ablation of the Al and C target is described. The laser
plasma is analyzed by optical emission spectroscopy. The spectral lines recorded from the laser
plasma provide valuable information as plasma temperature and plasma density. The basic
mechanism of laser induced breakdown spectroscopy is also discussed. The various radiation
process of the laser plasma is discussed in this chapter. The plasma temperature evaluation
method using Boltzmann plot is also discussed.
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CHAPTER 3

MCI ION TRANSPORT LINE COMPONENTS SIMULATION

3.1 Introduction
The laser ion source is effective to generate multicharged ions. Although electron
cyclotron resonance ion source (ECRIS) and electron beam ion sources (EBIS) are widely used
to generate multicharged ions, laser ion source has several advantages compare to EBIS and
ECIRS. Laser multicharged ion source (LMCIS) can produce an ion directly from any
conducting, nonconducting and refractory targets, whereas both ECRIS and EBIS operate only
with gases. The LMCIS is compact and transportable because the LMCIS does not require a
large magnet or solenoid. The main component of LMCI is a laser system. The multicharged
ions are generated by focusing a laser pulse on a solid target. In LMCIS the ions are produced
from a very small spot on the target and the spot size depends on laser beam diameter. The
generated ions can be collimated, focused, deflected and filtered by different ion optics.
Several groups have reported on the transport line components to enhance the analytical
ability of the ion source. Veryovkin et al. reported an electrostatic grid energy analyzer,
electrostatic lenses, and electrostatic mirrors to improve selectivity and to reduce the background
noise of a time-of-flight mass-spectrometer [61]. Toker et al. reported a mass selection technique
using einzel lens, deflector plates, and beam cleaner in the ion transport line based on the TOF
principle [62]. Steele et al. reported the generation of focused chromium ion beam using a
dipolar deflector and einzel lens in the transport line [63].

3.2

LMCI experimental setup
A Q switch Nd:YAG laser is used to ablate the solid target material in the laser

multicharged ion source shown in Fig. 3.1. Positive voltage is applied to the target, and a
grounded mesh is mounted in front of the target to create an external electric field between the
target and mesh to accelerate the multicharged ions. The detail dimension of the experimental set
up of the laser multicharged ion source is discussed in chapter 4. An einzel lens was provided by
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Michael Korwin Pawlowski affiliated with the Département d'Informatique et d'Ingénierie,
Université du Québec en Outaouais, QC, Canada. The einzel lens is integrated with the Al
multicharged laser ion source in the applied research center in Virginia, United States. I would
like to thank Haider Shaim for allowing me take the measurement of the ion optics. A second
einzel lens and an electrostatic ion analyzer lens was constructed by Zachary Adams, Seth Berl,
Brian Bishop, Derrick Jung, and Paul Rainey affiliated with Old Dominion University in
Virginia, USA. The einzel lens and the electrostatic ion analyzer is added to the carbon
multicharged laser ion source built by Oguzhan Bulki. My work is focused on the simulation and
comparison of the simulation result with the experimental work conducted by Haider and
Oguzhan.

Fig. 3.1 The schematic diagram of a laser ion source. The main components are vacuum chamber, laser
pulse, target, ion transport line, ion detector.

3.3

Einzel lens simulation

The three-electrode electrostatic lenses can be operated with fixed image position, but the
magnification is not constant. Several groups have reported on the simulation and analytical
solution of the three-electrode einzel lens. Omer sise et al. modeled multi-element cylindrical
electrostatic lenses for focusing and controlling charged particles [64]. Three, four, and five
cylindrical electrode lens properties were simulated as a function of lens voltage and electrode
dimensions and for three-electrode lens, the line shape profile was also simulated [65].
Simulation results of the spherical and chromatic aberration coefficient that increases the size of
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the final image of spot of multi-element electrostatic lens system were discussed [66].
Abdelrahman using SIMION, designed and optimized three-electrode einzel lens system for
minimum oxygen beam diameter of 3 mm for energy of 5 keV [67]. The potential and the fields
are evaluated by SIMION for cylindrical einzel lens [68]. Al-Moudarris et al. designed an einzel
lens with small aberration and with minimum path trajectory using a non-classical variation
technique to solve the paraxial ray equation of charged particles beams [69]. These simulated
and analytical solutions show promising characteristic that the einzel lens can be used to focus
ion beam depending on the focusing voltage and electrode dimension.
SIMION 8.1 [70, 71] ion optics simulation software is used for the modeling of the einzel
lens. SIMION uses the 2D potential array approach to estimate the electrostatic fields created by
the well-defined electrode geometry. A potential array contains a collection of a square mesh of
points. The potentials at points outside of the electrodes are determined by solving the Laplace
equation via finite difference methods [70]. SIMION works on the Laplace differential equation
for computing the electric and magnetic potential for zero charge volume density with the
electrode’s geometries and potentials as the boundary condition. However, large density ions
significantly distort the electrostatic potential field, in that situation the Poisson equation is used
to estimate the potential field. For computation we have chosen a geometry representing closely
the actual experimental chamber used. The model simulated here is a three-electrode einzel lens
as our experimental one. Electrode length is L1 = L2 = L3 = 33 mm and inner diameter is 43 mm
as shown in Fig. 3.2. The gap between the two electrodes is 10 mm. To simulate the ion source,
experimentally obtained spatial distribution (fitted with Gaussian distribution) at knife edge is
used. In SIMION model we defined the spatial distribution of the ion source with Gaussian 3D
distribution with mean at origin and FWHM of 40 mm calculated from the knife-edge
experiment, though the energy distribution was fitted by Coulomb-Boltzmann shifted model by
Torrisi at el. and as shifted Maxwellian by Bulgakova at el. [72, 73]. The energy distribution of
the Al ions is measured experimentally. Al1+, Al2+, Al3+, and Al4+ has mean kinetic energy of
2.66 kV, 4.75 kV, 8.5 kV and 11.5 kV, respectively. The FWHM of energy distribution of Al1+,
Al2+, Al3+, and Al4+ are recorded as 1.09 kV, 1.52 kV, 3.58 kV, and 2.7 kV, respectively. The
modeling of ion source distribution is very crucial for focusing of ion. Fig. 3.3 (a) and (b) shows
the difference between cylindrical ion distribution and Gaussian 3D ion distribution. For
cylindrical ion source Al

4+

ion beam focus 11 mm before comparing to the Gaussian ion beam
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focus, for – 3.5 kV voltage. The minimum beam diagram for cylindrical ion source is 1.2 mm
whereas for 3D Gaussian distribution it is1.9 mm. The possible deviation between the
experimental result and simulation is due to the nature of the ion source distribution as the ion
trajectory has strong dependence on the ion source distribution.

Fig. 3.2 Simulation result by SIMION. Al1+, Al2+, Al3+, and Al4+ charges are indicated by the color blue,
red, green and yellow respectively

156 mm

(a)

167 mm

(b)

Fig. 3.3 Effect on ion trajectory for ion source distribution. Al4+ ions are focusing with applied voltage 3500 V and Gaussian energy distribution with mean 11.5 kV and FWHM 2.7 kV for (a) cylindrical
distribution (b) Gaussian 3D distribution with a mean of 0 mm, Effect on ion trajectory for ion source
distribution. Al4+ ions are focusing with applied voltage -3500 V and Gaussian energy distribution with
mean 11.5 kV and FWHM 2.7 kV for (a) cylindrical distribution (b) Gaussian 3D distribution with mean
of 0 mm, and standard deviation of 8 mm. Gaussian distribution of ions shows longer focal length.
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The ion beam diameter is measured at 30 cm from the focusing electrode of the einzel
lens (same as the distance from focusing electrode to knife-edge in the experimental chamber).
The ions detected by the FC travel through a 40 mm circle at 55.5 cm far from the central
electrode. Fig. 3.4 shows simulated results for the effect of change of Einzel lens voltage on the
ion beam focus diameter at knife-edge using SIMION. Increase of the einzel lens focusing
voltage from zero to -3.5 kV, the beam diameter of the ions decreases continuously. The
minimum beam diameter for Al1+, Al2+, Al3+, and Al4+ is ~2 mm, observed for einzel lens voltage
of -2.8 kV, -2.8 kV, -2.7 kV and -2.6 kV respectively. The focal length of the higher charge state
ion species affected more than the lower state ions. At -3.5 kV einzel lens voltage, Al1+, Al2+,
Al3+, and Al4+ has the focal length of 180 mm, 170 mm, 167 mm and 165 mm, respectively.
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Fig. 3.4 Effect of change of einzel lens voltage on (a) beam diameter of Al+1, Al+2, Al+3, Al+4 ions

measured at 30 cm distance from Einzel lens.
The trend of focusing the ion beam for different charge states for varying einzel lens
voltages in SIMION shows deviation from the experimental results. In the simulation, the ions
are emitting from near the einzel lens with an experimentally obtained ion divergent, instead of
ions emitting from the target to FC as the experimental could be the possible reason for this
deviation. Also, the ion energy distribution difference between experimental and simulation runs
can affect the number of ions delivered to the FC.
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3.4

Electrostatic cylindrical deflector simulation

Previous results show that electrostatic ion analyzer is coupled with other devices to
identify the charge state along with the ion energy distribution. Torrisi et al., reported on laser
ablation of different metals by using 3 ns Nd:YAG laser radiation, at 532 nm wavelength using
mass quadrupole spectrometry assisted with electrostatic ion deflection system [74]. This system
has a 450 electrostatic deflection to detect ion species in the energy range of 1 eV to 1 keV. This
group has evaluated ion energy increments of Al, Ta, Zn, and Pb by simply recording different
E/z values versus laser energy. Sha Shan et al., analyzed the charge state and energy distribution
of the ions produced by the laser ion source. Using the electron multiply tube (EMT) detector
with electrostatic ion analyzer (EIA), the spectrum of the flight time of different charge state ions
(Al12+, Pb7+) was achieved using Nd: YAG laser at 1064 nm with 8 ns pulse width and an energy
of 1 J/pulse [75]. Electrostatic cylindrical deflector (ECD) alone is capable of selecting ions with
E/z ratio and the ion energy distribution can be obtained from the information of E/z selection.
The ECD instrument consists of two curved parallel plates at different potentials and a
radial cylindrical design with a deflection angle of 90⁰ as shown in Fig. 3.5. Ions enter the
analyzer at one side and either pass through the other side or collide with the walls of the
analyzer, depending on their initial kinetic energy. The ions selected by the ECD have a range of
E/z obtained from the equation

𝐸
𝑧

= 𝑒𝑅𝑜 𝐸𝑟 (𝑅𝑜 ) =

𝑒𝑉
𝑅
[2 𝑙𝑛( 2 )]

= ƙ𝑒𝑉 , where E is the kinetic energy

𝑅1

of the ion, Er is the radial electric field inside the deflection plates, ƙ is the geometric factor
defined as ƙ = R0/2ΔR. The inner radius R1 = 5.69 inch, outer radius R2 = 7.19 inch, mean radius
R0 = 6.44 inch, and ΔR = R2 – R1, the gap width between the two cylindrical electrodes [76].
SIMION is used to simulate the carbon MCI trajectory in the EIA. The measurement is
provided by Oguzhan Balki. The EIA geometry in SIMION is set similar to the experiment with
the inner radius R1 = 5.69 inch and outer radius R2 = 7.19 inch. The voltage across the plates is
varied. The maximum number of ions detected for ±500 V on the deflection electrodes with E/z
= 2.2 keV. Fig. 3.6 shows the TOF spectrum in terms of the number of ions reaching the FC with
±500 V applied on the electrodes of the EIA. The EIA ion transmission increases with the MCI
charge state. The number of particles in the ion source is 500 for each charge state. All the ions
are simulated with both energy distribution and special distribution obtained from the
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experiment. For ion energy distribution, a Gaussian 3D distribution is used with a mean of 2.3,
4.2, 7 and 10.3 keV for C1+, C2+, C3+, and C4+, respectively. The FWHM of the Gaussian energy
distribution is 1.5, 2.9, 3.8, and 4.3 keV for C1+, C2+, C3+ and C4+, respectively. The simulated
TOF corresponding to peak signal for C1+, C2+, C3+, and C4+ are 3.90, 4.58, 5.54, and 7.92 µs,
respectively, whereas, the experimental TOF is 4, 4.6, 5.4, and 7.2 µs as shown in Fig. 3.6.

(a)

(b)

-V

-V

+V

+V

Fig. 3.5 Ion trajectory path for C4+ through the EIA. The applied voltage to the EIA (a) ±500 V, (b) ±300
V.
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Fig. 3.6 Simulated TOF spectrum for C1+, C2+, C3+, and C4+. Applied voltage to the EIA is ±500 V.
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3.5

Space-charge effect on ion beam

SIMION has two methods for space-charge handling: the charge-repulsion method and
the Poisson solver method. The repulsion method is an efficient and simple approximation
method, whereas, the Poisson approach is complete but requires more set-up, thought, and care.
SIMION support a charge repulsion calculation method that provides estimate of spacecharge effects in a system. The use of SIMION in space-charge effect calculation is reported in
several papers [71, 77]. The SIMION methods are based on Coulombic repulsion between the
charged particles. The coulomb repulsion is achieved by either of two methods. First method is
the factor method where particles are represented as point charges or clouds. Second method is
the beam method where the particles are represented as narrow charged beamlines. In the factor
method the force on a charge particle due to the Coulombic repulsion from the other charged
particles is superimposed with force due to the electric fields from the surrounding electrodes.
Repulsion method does not consider any alteration of the surface charge distribution on the
electrodes due to the space-charge (i.e. Poisson equation), nor the subsequent effect those
rearrangements have on the space-charge. Further, at least in the case of "beam" repulsion where
ions are flown by space-coherent integration, it does not consider the electric field forces from
the space-charge in front of or behind the current particle locations on the current particles.

3.6

Space-charge in einzel lens simulation
In our einzel lens simulation work beam current is calculated as 50 µA for Al4+ and 43µA

for Al1+. No significant space-change effects are observed for this level of ion beam current. To
detect the space-charge effect for our experiential set up the beam current is increased for Al1+
and Al4+ in SIMION simulation. Al1+ and Al4+ show significant space-charge effect when the ion
beam current is increase beyond 100 µA for our experimental condition. Fig 3.7 (a) shows the
effect of the space change effect on Al4+ ion beam focusing when the beam current is increased
up to 100 µA. Fig 3.7 (b) shows the effect of the space change effect on Al 1+ ion beam focusing
when the beam current is increased up to 100 µA. The beam diameter at focus point is recorded
as ~ 4.5 and ~ 2.5 mm for Al4+ and Al1+, respectively and no significant effect on beam focusing
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is observed up to 100 µA. Fig. 3.8 shows a linear increment in the beam diameter when the beam
current is increased more than 100 µA and space-charge effect becomes significantly dominated.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.7 The effect of space-charge by charge repulsion method for (a) Al1+ and (b) Al4+. The einzel lens
electrodes voltage are V1= 0 V, V2= -3000 V and V3= 0 V. The beam become diverge as the current
increases.
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Fig. 3.8 Beam diameter is measured at 20 cm in front of the middle electrode of einzel lens.
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3.7

Pulse forming network: High voltage pulse generation

The pulse-forming network serves the dual purpose of storing energy required for a
single pulse as well as discharging that energy into the load in the form of a pulse of specified
shape. The required energy may be stored either in a capacitor or in an inductor or in
combinations of both. Networks in which the energy is stored in an electrostatic field are referred
to as voltage-fed networks (Fig. 3.9). When the energy is stored in a magnetic field, networks are
referred to as current-fed networks. In practice networks of the voltage-fed type are universally
used because only with this type the gaseous-discharge switches such as spark gaps and
thyratrons can be used. The current-fed network is not suitable for gaseous-discharge switch that
allow high power operations. The voltage-fed network is constructed in ODU’s laser lab to
generate high voltage spark-discharge. The characteristic of pulse forming network is recognized
as the impedance function for an open-circuited lossless transmission line [78]. However, the
development of pulse-forming networks that represent a transmission line is a mathematical
problem because no network having a finite number of elements can exactly simulate a
transmission line [78].The degree of simulation will improve as the number of elements for a
given network type is increased. The network pulse may exhibit overshoots and excessive
oscillations, especially near the beginning and end of the pulse [78]. The oscillation in the signal
arises due to the mismatch of load and line impedances. Nearly square voltage pulse can be
generated if the line impedance is equal to the impedance of the load [78].

Fig. 3.9 Schematic diagram of the discharging circuit for a line type pulse generating circuit.
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According to Rayleigh’s principle the pulse duration can be calculated as 2𝑛√𝐿𝐶 where
n is the number of stage in PFN, C is the capacitance and L is the inductance [78]. As an
example, a pulse forming network with 30 pieces of 2 nF capacitor connected by a copper wire
which typical inductance is 1 nH will produce a 84 ns nearly square shape pulse if the line
resistance = 𝑛√𝐿/𝐶 matches with the load resistance [78]. A pulse forming network consist of
total capacitance C = 60 nF and the input voltage of V = 18.25 kV can generate up to 10 J spark1

discharge energy.as the energy stored by the capacitors is defined by 𝐸 = 2 𝐶𝑉 2 .
A thyratron can be used as a high-power electric switch. Thyratron works based on
electron multiplication in ionized gas for this reason gas-filled thyratron can carry much more
current than other vacuum tubes. This phenomenon is called Townsend discharge. Different kind
of inert gases like mercury vapor, xenon, neon, and hydrogen are generally used in thyratron. In
our experiment, hydrogen thyratron is used as a switch. The switching circuit is provided by Dr.
Shu Xiao, Old Dominion University. I would like to thank him for providing the idea and
training on the modification pulse forming network.
The thyratron is connected between the first end of pulse forming network and the
electrode. A pulse cable is included between second end and the load for load matching,
although they are not essential to the operation of the equipment. The pulse cable is usually
added only for convenience in engineering and for greater flexibility in the physical location of
the pulser and the load [78]. The resistance of the plasma is variable, and it depends on the
plasma potential. In plasma, the density of the negative charge is equal to the density of the
positive charge but on the scale of Debye length there can be charge imbalance [79]. In our
design, shown in Fig. 3.10, the pulse forming network 5 equally length of RG58 cables are used
to carry the high current and produce a resistance of 5 ohms. This represents the resistance of the
line. To match up the impedance of the plasma with the pulse forming network a resistance
branch has been built. 0.5 W of carbon resistance with value of 20 Ω is connected parallelly and
series which creates 8 ohms resistance. It can be varied with different combinations. This
resistance creates resistance matching with the plasma and produces a nearly rectangular pulse.
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RG 58 cable (equal length)
Pulse forming network
Thyratron for switching

Fig. 3.10 The construction of the pulse forming network with thyratron switching and variable resistance.

A general voltage and current signal are shown in Fig. 3.11. The high voltage probe and high
current coil are used to detect the voltage across and current through the spark discharge
electrodes. The spark discharge is triggered by the laser pulse detected by the photo diode signal
shown in Fig. 3.11 (a). The maximum voltage and current are measured as ~5 kV and ~800 A,
respectively. The power of the spark discharge signal can be calculated from the value of the
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Fig. 3.11 (a) The photodiode signal of Nd:YAG laser pulse, (b) spark-discharge voltage measured across
the electrodes (c) current measured through the electrodes (d) the calculated power from the voltage and
current signal.

3.8

Conclusion

Simulation of the various components of the laser ion source is discussed in this chapter.
SIMION 8.1 ion trajectory software is used to simulate ion optics. A three electrode einzel lens is
simulated for aluminum multi charged ions, and the simulation results are compared with the
experimental results. For carbon multicharged ion sources, an electrostatic energy analyzer is
designed and simulated by SIMION 8.1. The simulation results are correlated with the
experimental results. The basic construction of the high voltage pulse generator is also discussed.
A pulse generator consists of a voltage-fed network designed to generate a voltage pulse width of
1 µs and pulse energy as high as 3 J.
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CHAPTER 4

DIAGNOSTICS OF A SPARK-DISCHARGE COUPLED TO LASER ALUMINUM
PLASMA BY OPTICAL EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY AND ION TIME-OF-FLIGHT

4.1

Introduction

We report on the diagnostics of a spark-discharge coupled to laser Al plasma by
combined OES and ion time-of-flight (TOF) measurements. A pulse forming network (PFN) is
used to produce a voltage pulse (pulse width ~1 µs) triggered by a variable time delay from the
laser pulse. The optimum time delay between the spark-discharge initiation and the laser pulse is
determined. The spark-discharge amplifies the ion flux, charge state, and the effective plasma ion
temperature Ti. The intensity and linewidth of the neutral and the Al1+ optical emission lines are
used to obtain the spatially-resolved Te and ne, respectively. The ion TOF and the OES are
conducted on the Al laser plasma plume and on the laser spark-coupled plasma in order to
elucidate the effects of spark coupling to the laser plasma on plasma properties. Deconvolution
of the ion TOF signal into components from different species corresponding to different charge
states is used to obtain the ion maximum charge state and Ti.
4.2

Experimental

A schematic of the spark-discharge coupled laser plasma source is shown in Fig. 4.1. A
Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (λ = 1064 nm, τ = 7 ns, Ep ≤ 260 mJ, I ≤ 15 × 109 W/cm2, repetition
rate 1 Hz) is used to ablate an Al target (99.9% pure, 0.5 mm thick, 5 cm in diameter) mounted
on a target holder connected to a vacuum x-y manipulator. A ceramic standoff insulator is used
to isolate the target from the vacuum chamber. The target is externally grounded. The vacuum is
maintained by a turbomolecular pump at a base pressure in the low 10−7 Torr range. A biconvex
lens L1 (f = 40 cm) is used to focus the laser beam on the target with the laser beam incident at
an angle θ = 45° with the target surface. The laser spot on the target has an elliptical area of ~2.5
× 10−3 cm2. The spark electrodes are made of cylindrical Al rods 5 mm in diameter with rounded
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tips that are mounted on the multiport mini flange that holds the target. The gap between the two
electrodes and the distance of the center point of the electrodes from the target surface are 5 and
6 mm, respectively.

Fig. 4.1 Spark-discharge coupled laser plasma source. The pulse forming network (PFN) is triggered at a
delay time from the laser pulse which can be varied using the delay generator. Two lenses (L2, L3) are
used to image the plasma on a fiber optics bundle connected to the optical spectrometer. The ion detection
system consists of a Faraday cup (FC), secondary electron suppressor ring (SE), and a three-grid retarding
field ion energy analyzer, with (RE) referring to its central retarding electrode. Vr is the retarding voltage
on RE, Vc the Faraday cup voltage, and Vs is suppressor ring voltage.

The PFN consists of 30 high-voltage capacitors (UHV 9 A, 2 nF, 40 kV TKD) mounted
on an Al plate and connected in parallel with a 1.8 mm thick Cu wire, to keep the inductance low
(~40 nH). The charging power supply (Glassman, PSLG30R5, 0-20 kV) is connected to R1 =
350 kΩ, which serves as a current limiting resistor. A hydrogen thyratron (L-4945A) is used to
trigger the spark-discharge. A delay generator (SRS-DG645) is connected to trigger both the
laser and the spark-discharge with a variable delay. The voltage across and the current through
the spark electrodes are measured by a high-voltage probe (Tektronix, P6015A) and a current
pick-up coil (Pearson 6595). A Si photodiode (Thorlabs DET10A, spectral range 200-1100 nm,
rise time 1 ns, and active area 0.8 mm2) is used to trigger the oscilloscope. The PFN is
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terminated with a 300 Ω load resistor (R2) connected in parallel with the spark gap. The PFN can
produce voltage pulses that are near square shape with a pulse width of ~1 s.
Two identical uncoated UV fused silica plano-convex (Newport SPX016) lens L2 and L3
of 25.4 mm diameter and 5 cm effective focal length are used to create a 1:1 image of the plasma
plume. The distance between the plasma plume and L2 is ~10 cm. L2 and L3 are placed on the
same principle axis with 20 cm distance between them. L3 is mounted on a translation stage to
scan the image of the plasma plume on the entrance of a fiber optic cable FC-UV-600 (spectral
range 200-800 nm, fiber diameter 600 µm, length 2 m, field of view 22°, and numerical aperture
0.22), which guides the probed plasma emission to a spectrometer. Time-integrated, spatiallyresolved optical emission spectra of the laser plasma are obtained using AvaSpec-ULS3648
(grating 1800 line/mm, blaze ~230 nm, resolution 0.1 nm, usable range 200-650 nm, slit width
10 µm). The optical spectrometer wavelength is calibrated by a low-pressure Hg lamp. Linearity
of the detector response is checked by inserting a calibrated neutral density filter before the input
of the fiber and checking the change in the detector response. Each optical spectrum is collected
for 30 s with the laser operating at 1 Hz repetition rate. The background noise is measured and
subtracted before recording each spectrum. The data is averaged for 30 s to average-out pulse-topulse fluctuations in the laser pulse energy and spark-discharge energy in addition to pulse shape
fluctuations. The target is moved to expose a new surface spot to the laser after 30 pulses in
order to avoid the formation of deep craters. The total number of ions detected decreases by ~6%
for the 100th laser pulse compared to the first laser pulse when the laser pulse intensity is 10 ×
109 W/cm2 with the laser pulses repeatedly hitting the same target spot.
The ion pulse is detected by a Faraday cup (FC), which is placed 1.54 m away from the
surface of the Al target. The inner diameter and length of the ion drift tube are 10 and 125 cm,
respectively. The FC consists of a 5 cm diameter Al cylindrical cup biased at −80 V with a
suppressor ring mounted 1 cm away from the FC entrance to suppress the signal from secondary
electron emission that is produced when the ions hit the FC. The voltage on the suppressor ring is
kept at −120 V, which is found to completely suppress the secondary electron emission signal.
Before reaching the FC, the ions pass a retarding field ion energy analyzer (RFA) consisting of
three nickel grids, each with 70% open area, separated by 1 cm. The two outer grids are
grounded while the central grid is connected to a variable voltage supply Vr. The central
retarding electrode is positively biased with a variable voltage and is used to analyze the
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extracted ion energy distribution. An oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO 3034, 50 Ω termination) is
used to record the ion signal through a 0.66 µF coupling capacitor.
4.3

Results and discussions

4.3.1 Spark-discharge pulse characterization
The voltage across and the current through the spark electrodes for no delay set between
the laser pulse and the spark-discharge are shown in Fig. 4.2. The total power dissipation from
the spark is calculated from the voltage and current signals. The photodiode signal of the laser
pulse indicates the approximate time the laser pulse interacts with the target. The capacitors in
the PFN are charged to a maximum voltage of 10 kV. The width of the spark-discharge voltage
pulse varies from pulse-to-pulse between 0.9 to 1.1 µs.
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Fig. 4.2 (a) Measurement of the voltage signal on the anode and the cathode for 5 kV PFN charging
voltage. Inset shows the spark-discharge power. The spark-discharge pulse energy is 0.59 J for 5 kV
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charging voltage. (b) Measurement of the current through the anode and cathode. Inset shows the
photodiode signal, indicating no measurable delay between the spark-discharge and the laser pulse.

Fig. 4.2 shows the spark-discharge energy deposited in the laser plasma for different
charging voltages for delays of 0, 0.2, and 0.4 µs between the trigger of the laser pulse and that
of the spark-discharge. The maximum spark energy of 2.4 J is achieved for 0.2 µs delay, as
shown in the inset of Fig. 4.2. The spark-discharge energy drops for a delay > 0.2 µs due to the
decay of laser plasma between the spark electrodes, which agrees with previous reports on laser
plume expansion velocity [30-31].
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Fig. 4.3 The spark-discharge energy deposited in the laser plasma for different charging voltages up to 10
kV measured for delays of 0, 0.2, and 0.4 μs between the laser pulse and the spark-discharge. Inset shows
the maximum spark energy deposition of 2.4 J into the laser plasma at 0.2 μs delay for 10 kV charging
voltage.

4.3.2 Ion time-of-flight measurement
In addition to the thermal and adiabatic expansion velocities of the ions generated in the
laser plasma, ions emitted from the plasma plume are accelerated by the double-layer potential at
the interface of the expanding plasma with vacuum, which can significantly contribute to the ion
energy. Fig. 4.4(a) shows the TOF distribution of Al ions measured by the FC for laser intensity
from 2.9 × 109 to 4.5 × 109 W/cm2 (Ep = 50 to 78 mJ). Ions with higher charge states are
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accelerated to higher kinetic energies by the double-layer potential and are therefore detected
earlier in the TOF signal. A retarding field energy analysis of the TOF ion signal is used to probe
the ion energy.
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Fig. 4.4 (a) Ion time-of-flight (TOF) signal for different laser intensities (2.9×109 to 4.5×109 W/cm2)
without retarding voltage. (b) The effect of the retarding voltage on the TOF signal for a laser intensity of
3.5×109 W/cm2. Inset shows the total ion charge detected for different retarding voltages. Only the laser
pulse is used to generate the plasma in (a) and (b). (c) Amplification of the ion signal for different sparkdischarge PFN charging voltages for a laser intensity of 3.5×109 W/cm2. (d) The retardation of TOF
signal from the laser-coupled spark-discharge 10 kV PFN charging voltage for a laser intensity of 3.5×109
W/cm2. Inset shows the total ion charge detected as a function of charging voltage.

The retarding voltage stops all ions having kinetic energies less than zeV0, where z is the
ion charge state, V0 is the retarding voltage, and e is the unit charge in Coulomb. Fig. 4.4(b)
shows the TOF signal of the Al ions for different retarding voltages for a laser intensity of 3.5 ×
109 W/cm2 (Ep = 60 mJ). The inset in Fig. 4.4(b) gives the total ion charge detected as a function
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of the retarding voltage. A retarding voltage of 60 V is sufficient to retard more than 96% of the
generated ions. Fig. 4.4(c) shows the amplification of the ion TOF signal with 0-10 kV sparkdischarge charging voltage for a laser intensity of 3.5 × 109 W/cm2. Fig. 4.4(d) shows the ion
signal with different retarding voltages when the spark-discharge is coupled to the plasma. The
2.4 J spark-discharge energy increases the total number of ions by a factor of ~7 compared to the
laser pulse alone. Comparing Fig. 4.4(b) for the laser alone with Fig. 4.4(d) for the laser sparkdischarge plasma, spark-discharge coupling increases the ion energy. With the spark-discharge,
~200 V is needed to retard 97% of the ions. Without the spark-discharge, ~90% of the total ions
generated by laser ablation are stopped with 60 V applied to the retarding grid. To block almost
all the ions, ~140 V is required. The full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the TOF increases
with the spark-discharge due to the increased maximum charge state generated.
For laser plasma, the ion TOF signal can be fitted to a shifted Maxwell-Boltzmann
(SMB) distribution [32-35]. The SMB distribution is established due to collisions in the dense
plasma in the region near the target surface [32]. The thermalization of the plasma plume
electrons and ions is often indicated by a good fit of the measured TOF signal to the SMB
distribution. The sum of the SMB signals of the different ion charges fit the TOF signal of the
observed ion pulse, which is composed of all ions. Different MCIs peaks are identified in the
TOF signal as the retardation voltage is increased. As the retardation voltage is increased, the
signal from each ion charge state is suppressed from the lower to the higher energy. Since the
energy distribution of ions with each charge can be described by the SMB ion energy
distribution, each ion state passing the three-grid analyzer have an energy distribution resembling
a truncated SMB distribution. As a result, the individual MCI peaks become observable as the
retardation voltage is increased. Fig. 4.5(a) shows the ion TOF signal passing the three-gridanalyzer for different retardation potentials. Al1+, Al2+, and Al3+ peaks are detected for a pulse
laser energy of 3.5 × 109 W/cm2. Fig. 4.5(b) shows that when 2.4 J spark-discharge is coupled to
the laser plasma for the same laser conditions as Fig. 4.5(a), up to Al8+ is detected and the
number of MCIs is increased. In the TOF signal, it is possible that the Al4+ peak is merged with
the Al3+ peak.
The effective ion temperature can be extrapolated from the ion TOF signal by using the
SMB distribution.
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where F(t) is the overall distribution of the ejected ions, Σi represents the summation of
individual SMB distributions, Ai is a normalizing constant, m is the atomic mass of Al, L is the
distance from the target to the FC, k is the Boltzmann constant, Ti is the effective ion plasma
temperature, ϒ is the adiabatic coefficient, for aluminum ϒ = 5/3, z is the charge state, and V0 is
the equivalent accelerating voltage developed at the plasma-vacuum. In defining Ti as an
effective ion plasma temperature, we follow the assumption that the ions extracted from the
plasma have an energy distribution that corresponds to a thermalized ion distribution in the
plasma core but shifted in energy by the adiabatic expansion of the plume and Coulomb
acceleration by the double-layer potential.33 In Eq. (1), √ϒ𝑘𝑇𝑖 ⁄𝑚 represents the adiabatic
expansion velocity, whereas √2𝑧𝑒𝑉0⁄𝑚 is the velocity due to Coulomb acceleration. The ion TOF
signals, for a laser intensity of 3.5 × 109 W/cm2, with and without the spark-discharge and the
corresponding SMB fits are shown in Fig. 4.5(c) and 5(d). The ion energy distribution of each
charge state is assumed to follow the SMB distribution described in Eq. (1). The total energy of the Al
ions without the externally applied electric field is 𝐸𝑧𝑇 = (𝐸𝑡 + 𝐸𝑘 ) + 𝑧𝐸𝑐 , where EzT = total energy
3

ϒ

gain for charge state z, 𝐸𝑡 = 2 𝑘𝑇𝑖 is the thermal energy, 𝐸𝑘 = 2 𝑘𝑇𝑖 is the adiabatic energy, and Ec =
eV0 is the Coulomb energy associated with the equivalent accelerating voltage due to the double-layer
potential (V0). For the deconvolution of the ion pulse into different ion charges, the ion energy distribution
of each charge state is assumed to follow the SMB distribution and the maximum charge state z generated
is based on the TOF measurement cutoff point in the early part of the pulse. The equivalent accelerating
voltage developed inside the plasma due to the double-layer potential V0 and the equivalent ion plasma
temperature Ti are set as free variables. The most probable energy of each ion charge is separated by V0.
The sum of the SMB distributions of different ion charges fits the TOF signal of the observed ion pulse
that is composed of all ions. For the SMB fit in Fig. 4.5(c), with the laser pulse only, we used V0 ~
60 V for the deconvolution of the TOF signal with Al1+, Al2+, and Al3+. The effective ion
temperature Ti that best fits the deconvolution is ~15 eV. The ion TOF signal we present is the
average of the TOF for 30 pulses. Therefore, the target surface is expected to be free of oxides and
adsorbed hydrogen after the first few pulses. Oxygen and hydrogen ions are not observed in the TOF
signal. With the 2.4 J spark-discharge energy deposited in the laser plasma, charge states up to Al8+ are
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fitted into SMB distribution in Fig. 4.5(d) assuming all detected ions are aluminum. Using a maximum
charge state of Al8+ gives the best fit to the early part of the TOF signal. The deconvolution is
performed by visually comparing the experimental TOF with the fit using different Ti and V0 values. The
agreement between the TOF ion signal and the SMB fit of Fig. 4.5(d) is confirmed by comparing the area
under each curve which is proportional to the total charge. These two areas show 99% agreement. A
maximum charge of Al8+ is consistent with the previously reported maximum charge state of
Al6+ with 1.25 J spark energy coupled to the laser plasma [23]. From the deconvolution of the
TOF signal with spark-discharge, Ti and V0 are estimated to be ~50 eV and ~250 V, respectively.
The slow ions referred to as 𝐴𝑙𝑠1+ and 𝐴𝑙𝑠2+ in Fig. 4.5(d), have extrapolated Ti and V0 of 8 eV
and 70 V, respectively. It was previously reported that the fast Al1+ ions are generated by direct
multiphoton laser ionization, while the slow Al1+ ions result from collisional processes between
the electrons and the neutrals [36]. The stretched tails in Fig. 4.5(c)-5(d) correspond to the slow Al1+
ions that contribute to the TOF signal. When the slow Al1+ ions are considered, better SMB fitting to the
TOF ion signal is obtained. It is known that, after a few hundred nanoseconds from the laser pulse
interaction with the target, the different ion species are not homogeneously distributed in the
plasma plume. Therefore, there is some spread in the effective ion temperature within the plume
[33]. However, this limitation has not been shown to significantly affect the ion energy
distribution from the ns laser plasma [36,37].
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Fig. 4.5 (a) Individual Al ion charge peaks detected in the ion TOF signal passing a retardation potential.
For Vr=60V, up to Al3+ is detected for a laser intensity of 3.5×109 W/cm2. (b) Up to Al8+ is identified
when 2.4 J spark-discharge energy is coupled to the laser plasma for 3.5×109 W/cm2. The voltage on the
retarding grid Vr=150 V. (c) Deconvolution of the ion TOF signal into different ion charges, each with an
SMB distribution. Al1+, Al2+, and Al3+ are used to fit the TOF signals to estimate the Ti∼15 eV. (d) The
spark-discharge increases the generation of charge states up to Al8+ with Ti∼50 eV. The same laser
intensity is used in (a)–(d).

We note that the cross sections for interaction of different MCIs, ranging from H + to
Ca20+, with hydrogen gas was previously measured [38]. Considering an MCI with 100 eV per
unit charge, the mean free path of the MCI is orders of magnitude longer than the experimental
drift tube. Therefore, collisional loss of ions by charge transfer to the background gas is
negligible in our experiment and the ion charge remains almost unchanged as the MCIs drift
towards the Faraday cup.
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4.4

Spectral intensity analysis

The Al laser plasma parameters are further characterized by time-integrated, spatiallyresolved OES for a laser intensity of 5 × 109 W/cm2 (EP ~90 mJ) with the laser operating at a 1
Hz repetition rate. As shown in Fig. 4.6, the spark-discharge coupling to the laser plasma
increases the intensity of the spectral lines for all Al spectral lines in comparison to those
obtained with the laser alone at ~1 mm away from the target surface. Spectral lines up to Al III
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are observed in the present experiment.
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Fig. 4.6 Optical emission spectra (OES) of Al neutral and ion lines for spark-discharge at different PFN
charging voltages. The laser intensity is 5 × 109 W/cm2. The spectrum with the laser alone (0 kV) is
multiplied by 2.

Fig. 4.7 shows the line intensities as a function of the PFN charging voltage. For the
spark-discharge operating at 10 kV PFN charging voltage, the line intensities of the Al II 358.6,
Al III 360.1, and Al I 394.4 nm are increased by a factor of ~9, ~14, and ~13, respectively
compared to their intensities without the spark-discharge for a laser intensity of 15 × 109 W/cm2.
When the laser intensity is reduced to 5 × 109 W/cm2, 2.4 J spark-discharge enhances the Al II
358.6, Al III 360.1, and Al I 394.4 nm by a factor of ~10, ~15, and ~37, respectively. It indicates
that the spark-discharge increases the OES signal more for the low laser intensity than the high
laser intensity. At the lower laser intensities, more neutrals are produced relative to the ions. As a
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result, the neutral lines show more amplification with the spark-discharge compared to ion lines,
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Fig. 4.7 Intensities of the Al II 358.6 (circle) and Al III 360.1 nm (square) optical emission lines as a
function of PFN charging voltage (0-10 kV). Intensities of the Al I 394.4 (triangle) line is shown in the
inset for clear depiction.

4.5

Measurement of plasma density and temperature

The Stark broadening profile of emission lines is commonly used to determine the plasma
electron density ne [39]. The Al II 281.6, and Al II 466 nm emission lines are used to determine
ne, because these lines are not affected by self-absorption [3,40]. The FWHM of a spectral line
depends on electron and ion broadening [41]. As previously reported, the effect of the ion
broadening is much smaller than that of electron broadening under similar conditions to that of
our experiment [39-42]. Only electron broadening is considered in the FWHM of the Starkbroadened line, 𝛥𝜆1/2 = 2𝜔. (𝑛𝑒 /1016 ), where ω is the electron impact broadening parameter
and ne is the electron density in cm−3. The FWHM of the Hg 253.6 nm line, from a low-pressure
Hg lamp, is measured as 0.1 nm. This linewidth is substracted from 𝛥𝜆1/2 , in order to account for
the instrumental response affecting the FWHM of the Al II 281.6 nm line. The normalized
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intensities are shown in Fig. 4.8 for the Al II 281.6 nm line. The FWHM increases when the PFN
charging voltage is increased from 0 to 10 kV. The value of ω is taken as 0.042 Å for Te =
10,500 K and ne = 0.1 × 1017 cm−3 [43]. In Fig. 4.8, the Lorentzian function is used to fit the Al
281.6 nm line and obtain its widths. The FWHM values are recorded as 0.324, 0.358, and 0.386
nm and ne is calculated as 5.3 × 1017, 6.0 × 1017, and 6.7 × 1017 for 0, 5, and 10 kV PFN charging
voltages, respectively. The use of the value of ω for Te = 10,500 K is based on the Te value
obtained from the Blotzmann plot in Fig. 4.9, which provides self-consistent analysis and gives
values that shows agreement with previous studies of laser ablation of Al with an Nd:YAG laser
[28].
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Fig. 4.8 The electron density is calculated from the Stark broadening profile of the Al II 281.6 nm line.

The ratio of the neutral emission lines is used because the ion emission lines have a short
lifetime compared to the neutral lines, which results in a lower signal-to-noise ratio [44]. We
have used the Al I emission lines to obtain Te from the Boltzmann plot method. For optically thin
plasma in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), the population of an excited level can be
related to the total density of neutral atoms or ions by the Boltzmann Law:
𝜆 𝐼

𝑁(𝑇)

𝐸

𝑙𝑛 (𝑔𝑘𝑖𝐴𝑘𝑖 ) = 𝑙𝑛 𝑈(𝑇) − 𝑘𝑇𝑘
𝑘 𝑘𝑖

𝑒

(4.2)

where λki is the wavelength, Iki is the relative emissivity, gk is the statistical weight of the upper
level, Aki is the transition probability, Ek is excited level energy, U(T) is the partition function,
N(T) is the total number density of atoms. A plot of ln(𝜆𝑘𝑖 𝐼𝑘𝑖 ⁄𝑔𝑘 𝐴𝑘𝑖 ) versus Ek for the selected
spectral line follows a straight line with a slope −1/𝑘𝑇𝑒 . The integrated intensity of the neutral
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emission lines AI I 308.2, AI I 309.2, AI I 394.4, and AI I 396.1 nm are used to calculate Te at a
distance 0.5 mm away from the target surface, as shown in Fig. 4.9. The data in Fig. 4.9 are the
average of 5 data points, while the error bar represents the range of data obtained from the five
points. All spectroscopic parameters are taken from the NIST database [45].
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Fig. 4.9 Boltzmann plot is used to calculate the electron temperature Te from the neutral lines AI I 308.2,
AI I 309.2, AI I 394.4, and AI I 396.1 nm.

At the initial stage of laser ablation, the ablated atoms and ions experience collisions in
the high-density Knudsen layer region near the target surface. The plume size expands, and the
laser pulse energy is absorbed in the expanding plasma depending on the plasma density and the
laser pulse duration [28]. Adiabatic expansion of the plasma occurs after the termination of the
laser pulse. During expansion, the laser plasma cools down rapidly as the thermal energy is
converted into kinetic energy [31]. The cooling of the plasma exterior is limited by ions
regaining energy due to recombination processes. In Fig. 4.10, the emission line intensities peak
at ~1 mm from the target surface. However, line intensities decrease as the plume expands 2-5
mm away from the surface of the target due to plasma cooling. The Al II 261.1 nm and Al II
281.6 nm persist further away from the target than the Al I 308.2 nm and Al I 309.2 nm,
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probably due ion drift to regions with lower plasmas densities and, correspondingly, lower
recombination rates.

Fig. 4.10 Emission spectra of the selected Al lines along the direction of propagation of the plume. The laser
intensity is 5 ×109 W/cm2 and no spark-discharge is initiated.

Fig. 4.11 shows the spatial development of ne and Te calculated from the OES data
collected along the plume propagation direction for 0 kV and 10 kV spark-discharge voltage.
The maximum ne and Te measured from OES are ~6.6 × 1017 cm−3 and ~1.3 eV, respectively. To
average-out pulse-to-pulse fluctuations, five spectra are averaged. The error bar in Fig. 4.11
gives the range of measurements from the five different spectra. Since the Al plasma is densest
and hottest near the target surface (< 1 mm), the collisional processes between electrons, ions
and neutrals are dominating in that region. The collisional processes further increase when the
spark-discharge is coupled to the laser plasma causing further plasma heating and density
increase. The spark discharge is expected to connect the two spark electrodes through the laser
plasma in a path that is close to the target since the current conduction occurs mostly through the
dense highly conductive plasma near the target. Also, the spark-discharge coupling to the laser
plasma increases the plasma volume by ionizing more atoms at the external parts of the plume.
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As a result, the high ne is sustained for a longer distance (also time) with the spark compared to
that with the laser alone. For example, at a distance 8 mm from the target surface, ne drops to
~2.2 × 1017 cm−3 for the laser pulse alone, whereas with the spark-discharge ne is ~5.2 × 1017
cm−3 at the same distance. The Te, shown in Fig. 4.11 decreases rapidly over the distance 0 to 2
mm due to the rapid conversion of thermal energy into kinetic energy as the plasma expands.
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Fig. 4.11 Variation of the electron density ne (dashed line) and excitation temperature Te (solid line)
along the direction of propagation of the plume for 0 kV (squares) and 10 kV (triangles) spark voltage.
The laser intensity is 5×109 W/cm2. Five spectra are averaged with the error bar indicating the range from
the five different spectra.

The energy distribution of the electrons in the laser plasma is nearly Maxwellian as the
collisional processes dominate over radiative processes [42]. The corresponding minimum ne for
which the plasma can be in LTE is given by the McWhireter criterion as 𝑛𝑒 ≥ 1.4 ×
1012 . 𝑇𝑒

1⁄
2 . (𝛥𝐸)3 ,

where ΔE is the maximum energy difference between the upper and lower

level and Te is the electron temperature [41]. This criterion is necessary but not sufficient for
LTE [44]. For the Al I 308.2 nm emission line, ΔE = 4.02 eV which corresponds to the
maximum transition energy from the high energy level Ek to the low energy level Ei. The
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maximum value of Te is measured in our experiment as 1.3 eV and, considering the McWhireter
criterion, the lower limit of ne for the plasma to satisfy the LTE condition is calculated to be 1.12
× 1016 cm−3.
For a plasma satisfying the LTE condition, the electron and ion temperatures are about
equal. The discrepancy between the plasma electron temperature Te evaluated by OES and the
effective ion temperature Ti evaluated from the ion TOF signal can be explained by the plasma
temperature for the different times and regions probed. The deconvolution of the ion TOF signal
indicates that Ti is up to ~50 eV with the spark-discharge. In the core of the plasma plume and at
the early stages of its expansion, the plasma temperature and density are at their highest. This is
where the MCIs are mainly generated. After the adiabatic expansion, the thermal energy is
rapidly converted into kinetic energy, with the plasma attaining high expansion velocities. The
ion TOF signal carries information from the initial core of the plasma where both the plasma
temperature and density are at their highest values. However, the optical emission from the laser
plasma at the initial stage of plasma formation mainly consists of an intense continuum. This
continuum radiation occurs due to the combined effects of Bremsstrahlung (free-free transitions)
and radiative recombination (free-bound transitions). Bremsstrahlung radiation takes place where
free electrons lose kinetic energy as they pass close to ions and can dominate over radiative
recombination at the initial part of the laser pulse. However, radiative recombination becomes
dominant after a few ns [46]. The line emission (bound-bound) from strong broadened ion lines
and weak neutral lines appears a few tens of ns after the laser interacts with the surface. OES is
limited by the continuum emission at the initial plasma expansion stage and does not provide
information about the initial plasma temperature or density. The OES conducted in the present
work is temporally integrated, which contributes to the observed low temperature. The LTE
condition requires high plasma density to allow for collisional thermalization of the ions and the
electrons. As the plasma expands and its density and temperature are reduced, the plasma
parameters deviate from LTE.
4.6

Conclusion

A spark-discharge is coupled to an expanding Al laser plasma produced in a vacuum by a
7 ns Nd:YAG laser with a time delay that can be selected to maximize spark-discharge energy
coupling. The spark-discharge effectively amplifies the ion yield and the optical emission line
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intensities. The plasma effective ion temperature Ti is obtained from the ion TOF, while the
electron temperature Te is obtained from OES. For a laser intensity of 3.5 × 109 W/cm2, Ti
increases from ~15 to ~50 eV when the laser plasma is coupled to a 2.4 J spark-discharge. The
maximum ne and Te are recorded with the spark-coupled laser pulse are measured as 6.6 × 1017
cm−3 and 1.3 eV, respectively. Te measured from OES is observed to be significantly lower than
Ti obtained from the ion TOF signal, which reflects the temperature of the different spatial and
temporal regions probed by each method.
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CHAPTER 5

CARBON MULTICHARGED ION GENERATION FROM LASER-ARC ION SOURCE

5.1

Introduction

We report on a laser-arc ion source where the carbon target and a grounded mesh serve as
the cathode and anode, respectively. Aluminum multicharged ion generation was reported using
a similar experimental setup where the spark-discharge was established between two electrodes
positioned in front of the target that the laser ablates [42]. The main drawback of placing external
electrodes is that the external electrode electric field reduces the ion acceleration. Also, the
coupling between the spark discharge and the laser plasma depends on the shape of external
electrodes. In the present laser-spark configuration. the spark-discharge is generated between the
target and a mesh placed parallel to the target resulting in a spark in the direction of the plume
expansion. This configuration avoids the use of external electrodes and is suitable when the
target is a conductor. The time delay between the spark-discharge and the laser pulse is varied to
optimize the coupling between the spark-discharge and the laser plasma. The ion generation from
laser-arc ion source is compared with the laser ion source with DC electric field in between the
target and the mesh. Ion generation of 72 nC with up to C6+ charge state is detected when 1.2 J
spark-discharge energy is coupled to a ~50 mJ laser pulse.

5.2

Experimental

A schematic of the laser-arc ion source is shown in Fig. 5.1. A Q-switched Nd:YAG laser
with pulse width 7 ns, pulse energy ≤ 80 mJ, and pulse intensity ≤ 4.5 × 109 W/cm2 is used to
ablate a 99.99% pure glassy carbon target (0.5 mm thick, 2.5 cm diameter), mounted on 5 cm
diameter target holder connected to a vacuum x-y manipulator. A grounded nickel mesh of 10
cm in diameter is mounted parallel to the target surface. The base vacuum pressure is maintained
in the high 10−9 Torr. The pressure in the vacuum system increases up to the low 10−8 Torr range
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during laser ablation. A biconvex lens L1 (f = 40 cm) is used to focus the laser beam on the
target with the laser beam incident at θ = 45° with the target surface. The laser spot on the target
has an area of ~2.5 × 10−3 cm2, as determined by measuring the laser beam width at targetequivalent-plane with the knife-edge method. A DC voltage of 0 – 7 kV is applied to the carbon
target using a high-voltage power supply (CPS Inc. 0 – 30 kV, 1 mA). A pulse forming network
(PFN) is constructed to generate 0 – 7 kV voltage pulse for the spark-discharge. The PFN
consists of 30 high-voltage capacitors (UHV 9 A, 2 nF, 40 kV TKD) mounted on an Al plate and
connected with a 1.8-mm thick Cu wire.

Fig. 5.1 Laser-arc ion source. The pulse forming network (PFN) is triggered by a delay generator at
different time delays with respect to the laser pulse. The spark-discharge is coupled to the carbon plasma
as the plasma expands between the carbon target

The PFN charging power supply (Glassman, PSLG30R5, 0 – 20 kV) is connected to the current
limiting resistor R1 = 350 kΩ. The PFN is terminated with a 300 Ω load resistor R2 which is
connected in parallel to the spark gap. A digital delay generator (SRS-DG 645) is used to
externally trigger the thyratron (L-4945A) and the laser pulse. A digital single-lens reflex camera
(DLSR-Canon Rebel T3 EOS 1100D, 12.2-megapixel, 0.25 ms max shutter speed) is used to
capture the picture of the plasma plume from an angle of 45° to the plume expansion direction.
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The camera is also triggered by the delay generator. The voltage on and current through the
target are measured by a high-voltage probe (Tektronix P6015A, rise time 4.5 ns) and a current
pick-up coil (Pearson 6595, rise time 2.5 ns), respectively. A Si photodiode (Thorlabs DET10A,
spectral range 200 – 1100 nm, rise time 1 ns, active area 0.8 mm2) is used to trigger the
oscilloscope. Ions with a distribution of energy-to-charge E/z ratio are selected by an electrostatic
ion energy analyzer (EIA) with a radial cylindrical design at a deflection angle of 90°. The range
𝐸

of E/z is obtained by the equation 𝑧 =

𝑒𝑈
𝑟
2𝑙𝑛( 2 )

, where E is the kinetic energy of the ion, e is the

𝑟1

electron charge, U is the total voltage across the plates, r1 =14.5 cm is the inner radius, and r2
=18.2 cm is the outer radius. The length and inner diameter of the ion transport line are 154 cm
and 10 cm, respectively. The ions are detected at the end of the ion transport line by a Faraday
cup (FC) mounted with a suppressor ring electrode (SE) that is used to suppress the effect of
secondary electron emission from ion bombardment of the FC. A three-mesh retarding field ion
analyzer (RE) is placed before the SE. The SE and FC are biased at −120 and −80 V,
respectively. The RE is used to measure the ion energy distribution. The two-outer meshes of RE
are grounded while the central mesh is connected to a variable voltage supply Vr. An
oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO 3034) is used to record the time-of-flight (TOF) of the carbon ions
through a 0.66 µF coupling capacitor. The data is averaged for 30 laser pulses to average-out any
pulse-to-pulse fluctuations in TOF. A new target surface is exposed to the laser spot after 30
consecutive pulses in order to avoid the formation of deep craters. For a new surface spot, the
first few laser pulses are disregarded to remove any possible contamination on the target surface.
We noted that when the laser pulses repeatedly hit the same target spot, the total number of
detected ions is decreased by ~6% at the 100th laser pulse compared to the first laser pulse at 3 ×
109 W/cm2 pulse intensity. The laser intensity is approximated on the target surface considering
10% energy loss in the viewport.

5.3

Result and discussion

5.3.1 Voltage and current
The ions emitted from the laser plasma are accelerated by the electric field that is applied
between the target and the mesh. The voltages on the target for different laser intensities are
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shown in Fig. 5.2(a). An ~90% drop in the voltage is observed after ~4 and ~2 µs at a laser
intensity of 3.0 × 109 and 4.5 × 109 W/cm2, respectively. The voltage drop occurs when the
plasma plume connects the target to the mesh allowing the arc to occur. The current through the
target is shown in Fig. 5.2(b). The maximum current through the target is 1.48 A for 5 kV target
voltage and 0.3 A for 1 kV target voltage at a laser intensity I = 3.0 × 109 W/cm2. The maximum
current increases up to 6 A for 7 kV target voltage for I = 4.5 × 109 W/cm2.
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Fig. 5.2 Voltage on the target and (b) current through the target when the target voltage is varied from 1 to
7 kV. The photodiode signal of the laser pulse indicates the laser triggering. The laser pulse intensities are
set as 3.0 × 109 (dash line) and 4.5 × 109 W/cm2 (solid line), respectively in both (a) and (b).

The spark-discharge voltage and current are measured for different time delays td
between the thyratron and the Q-switch trigger pulse provided by the delay generator. For the
laser-arc experimental setup, the laser pulse hits the C target early compared to the electric pulse
when the thyratron and the laser Q-switch are triggered at the same time. As a result, the
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thyratron is triggered ~210 μs before the triggering of the Q-switch of Nd:YAG laser to overlap
the laser pulse and the high voltage electric pulse. The length of each BNC cable is kept less than
3 m to avoid delay on rise time. The signal rise times of the photodiode, voltage probe, and
current probe are in the order of a few ns, as provided by the manufacturer, which is adequate for
our experiment. The time delay td is varied from 0 to 1.6 µs for a laser intensity of 3.0 × 109
W/cm2. For td < 0.8 µs, the spark-discharge is not ignited. A significant rise in current across the
target is recorded for 0.8 µs < td < 1.2 µs, which results from the spark-discharge between the
target and the mesh. Over that range of td, the peak arc current decreases gradually with time
delay. At td > 1.6 µs, the voltage drop across R2 is similar to that for td < 0.8 µs, which indicates
the absence of the arc between the target and mesh through the plasma plume. For I < 1.0 × 109
W/cm2, the spark-discharge did not occur for all td, as the laser plasma is not dense enough to
initiate the spark-discharge.
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Fig. 5.3 (a) Voltage on and (b) current through the target. The grounded mesh is placed 10 cm in front of
the target. The time delay between the laser pulse and PFN trigger is varied from 0 to 1.6 µs for 7 kV
PFN charging voltage at 3.0 × 109 W/cm2 laser intensity
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5.3.2 Ion Time-of-flight
The ion velocity generated from a laser plasma has three main components: plume
ablation velocity, ion thermal velocity, and ion velocity gain by the double-layer potential at the
plume-vacuum interface [80]. The double-layer potential is established due to the emission of
fast electrons, at the early stages of plume expansion, leaving a space-charge region in the front
of the expanding plume. The energy that the ions gain in the double-layer potential is
proportional to their charge state. The ions can be further accelerated by an external electric
field. We refer to the ions that are accelerated by the external electric field as fast ions qfast, while
the ions that are not accelerated by the external electric field are referred to as slow ions qslow.
Both fast and slow ions are accelerated by the double-layer potential. Fast ion peaks are detected
early in the TOF signal. For our target-mesh configuration and laser fluence of 3.0 × 109 W/cm2
with laser plasma coupled to 1.2 J spark-discharge energy, only ~10% of the total detected ions
are fast ions. Fig. 5.4 shows the TOF of slow ions for spark-discharge energy of 0 – 1.2 J coupled
to the laser plasma, which corresponds to charging the PFN to 0 – 7 kV. The total ion
charge 𝑄 = ∫ 𝐼(𝑡)𝑑𝑡, where I(t) is ion current measured from the FC. The TOF shows that the
number of slow ions increases from ~12 to ~72 nC when the energy of the spark-discharge is
gradually increased from 0 to 1.2 J. The ion TOF peak is also shifted from 19 to 25 µs which
indicates the broadening of the ion energy distribution with higher spark-discharge energy. The
TOF of the slow ions generated when the DC voltage is applied to the target is also measured.
The total charge of the slow ions detected is ~7 nC when 3 kV DC voltage is applied on the
target for 3.0 × 109 W/cm2 laser intesity. The total ion charge detected by the FC for 3 kV
external electric field applied to the target is significantly less than for no voltage applied to the
target (power supply voltage 0 kV), as shown in Fig. 5.4 (dotted line). The result can be
explained by the divergence of the ions emitted by the laser plasma as a result of the distortion of
the extraction field due to the presence of the expanding plasma in the target-grid region. This
field distortion causes the ion beam to diverge strongly before moving into the drift tube, which
is intensified by the thermal kinetic energy of the ions whose velocity vectors are not parallel to
the drift tube [81].
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Fig. 5.4 Time-of-flight of slow ions (qslow) ions for different PFN charging voltages. A delay time td = 0.9
µs is set between the laser pulse and the spark-discharge. The inset shows that relationship between the
total charge and PFN charging voltage. The dotted line is the TOF signal when 3 kV DC accelerating
voltage is applied to the target. The laser pulse intensity is fixed at 3.0 × 109 W/cm2.

The three-mesh retarding field analyzer is used to observe the ion energy distribution.
The retarding voltage blocks ions with kinetic energy less than zeV0, where z is the ion charge
state, V0 is the retarding voltage applied to the central electrode of energy analyzer, and e is the
unit charge in Coulomb. The ions with higher energy than zeV0 lose some of their energy as they
drift towards the retardation mesh; however, they are accelerated back to their initial energy
between the central and final mesh of the three-mesh retarding field ion analyzer before being
detected by the FC. The retardation of slow ions generated by ~0.6 J spark-discharge energy
coupled to plasma generated by 3.0 × 109 W/cm2 laser pulse is shown in Fig. 5.5(a). The inset of
Fig. 5.5(a) shows that the number of ions decreases from 45 to 2 nC when the retarding voltage
increases from 0 to 250 V. Fig. 5.5(b) shows the retardation of the carbon ions generated by laser
plasma alone with I = 3.0 × 109 W/cm2. A retarding voltage of ~250 V is enough to retard more
than 95% of the ions. The results show that the spark-discharge increases the ion-yield, as well as
ion energy, compared to the slow ions generated for the laser pulse only (0 kV on target).
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Fig. 5.5 (a) The retardation of qslow, generated by ~0.6 J spark-discharge coupled to laser plasma (3 kV
PFN charging voltage). The inset shows the total number of qslow with respect to retarding voltage. (b)
The retardation of qslow, generated by the laser pulse.

The ion generation from a laser-arc source starts by the laser pulse ablating the target to
produce laser plasma. Then, the ablated plume expands connecting the target to the grid region
while the arc is triggered to enhance the plasma temperature and density producing more MCIs.
The cathode spots on the target created by the spark-discharge can also act as an ion source.
During the spark-discharge, the arc current is concentrated at a small number of cathode spots.
The spot is formed by an explosive emission process. The lifetime of a cathode spot can be in the
range of 10 ns to 1µs as previously reported [82, 83]. The plasma pressure within a cathode spot
is high, and the strong pressure gradient causes the plasma to move forward from the target
surface in a similar way to the plasma plume generated by the focused laser beam at a solid
surface. As a result, ions are generated with higher ion energy and temperature for the laser-arc
compared to the laser pulse alone. Fig. 5.5(a) shows a broader ion energy distribution and higher
ion yield for the spark-discharge compared to Fig. 5.5(b) which shows ions generated by the
laser pulse alone. The spark discharge causes an increase in the plasma temperature and density
[28].
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An external DC voltage Vext is applied between the target and the mesh to accelerate the
ions. This electric field produces substantially more kinetic energy in the fast component of the
ions qfast than their thermal kinetic energy qslow. This ensures that the flight time in the drift tube
is mainly due to electric field acceleration, which is charge-dependent. The Debye shielding of
the plume usually limits the efficiency of extraction and, therefore, the ions acquire final kinetic
energy lower than Zi.eVext, where Zi is the ion charge and Vext the extraction voltage. The fast ions
are accelerated in the electric field, and the retrograde motion of the plasma edge exposes more
ions to the external electric field and repels electrons [84, 85]. The total number of ions reaching
the FC is calculated from the TOF signal for a straight drift tube, whereas, the electrostatic ion
energy analyzer (EIA) is used for selecting ions with a range of energy-to-charge E/z ratio. The
ion yield of the qfast is increased by a factor of ~4 when the target voltage is increased from 3 to 7
kV, as shown in Fig. 5.6(a). The charge states of the fast ions are identified with the help of the
EIA as they are well-separated in time, as shown in Fig. 5.6(b). A slit with a narrow opening at
the entrance and exit of EIA can provide higher resolution in E/z selection. However, the EIA is
operated without a slit in order to maximize the ion transmission. The resolution of EIA (ΔE/E)
is calculated as ~10%. Fig. 5.6(b) shows the TOF signal detected for different E/z ratios as
selected by the voltage applied to the EIA. The value of E/z is set to maximize the ion signal for
each accelerating voltage on the target. The maximum ion yield is obtained for E/z set at 1.8, 3.2,
and 4.3 keV for DC voltages of 3, 5, and 7 kV applied to the target. Up to C3+ is detected for 3
kV ion accelerating voltage, whereas a C4+ peak is detected for 7 kV DC voltage on the target.
A significant increase in ion detection and charge states is observed for the laser-arc
configuration, as shown in Fig. 5.6(c). The number of fast ions increases from 0.12 to 3.5 nC,
when the spark-discharge energy is increased from 0.6 to 1.2 J (3 – 7 kV on the PFN). In Fig.
5.6(d), the ion TOF signal is shown for the E/z ratio centered at 1.3 keV. C5+ and C6+ ions are
detected when 1.2 J spark-discharge energy is coupled to the laser plasma for a laser intensity I =
3.0 × 109 W/cm2. The time delay td between the laser pulse and the spark-discharge is varied. A
consistent spark-discharge is observed at td > 0.8 µs and up to C6+ is recorded at td = 0.9 µs. C6+
and C5+ are not identified for td > 0.9 µs, as the higher charge state ions are in the front of the
plume and pass the mesh without amplification.
The cross-sections for the interaction of different MCIs, ranging from H+ to Ca20+, with
hydrogen gas were previously measured [86]. Considering an MCI with 100 eV per unit charge,
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the mean free path of the MCI is orders of magnitude longer than our experimental drift tube
length. Therefore, the ion charge remains almost unchanged in the drift tube.
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Fig. 5.6 Time-of-flight signal (TOF) of fast carbon ions detected using the straight drift tube. Up to C4+ is
generated for 7 kV DC voltage applied to the target. The inset shows the TOF of slow and fast ions for 7
and 3 kV on target (b) Ions with different charg

We used a digital camera to record the enhancement of optical emission from the laserarc plasma plume from that with the laser alone. The camera is triggered by the delay generator
at a fixed delay of 1.5 ms from the laser pulse. The plume size increases when the DC and pulsed
voltage is applied to the target. The time delay td is fixed at 0.9 μs between the laser pulse and
spark-discharge. Fig. 5.7(a) shows a bright plasma core at the point of interaction of the laser
beam and the target surface. The plasma core length is ~0.5 cm for 4.5 × 109 W/cm2 laser
intensity. Fig. 5.7(b) shows that the plasma core is extended up to ~1 cm when 7 kV DC voltage
is applied to the target. Further enhancement of the C plasma plume is observed in Fig. 5.7(c)
when a pulsed voltage is applied to the target. We also noticed the generation of macro-particles
from the C plasma when spark discharge is initiated. Carbon macro-particles are an
incandescently glowing species that were previously reported for carbon target ablation by a
laser intensity of 5×1010 W/cm2 [87]. The generation of macro-particles is also well known in
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vacuum-arc deposition [88]. Some macro-particles appear much brighter than others. The
brightness changes due to the different speed of individual macro-particles; a slow macroparticle produces a more intense exposure to the camera detector than the fast particle [89].
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Fig. 5.7 (a) The image of C plasma captured by a digital camera for laser pulse alone, (b) for 7 kV DC
voltage on target, and (c) for 1.2 J spark-discharge energy coupled with a laser plasma. Laser pulse
intensity is fixed at 3.0 × 109 W/cm2.

The camera is triggered by applying a reset pulse (+5 V) from the delay generator. The
time delay of the camera exposure and spark-discharge triggering is estimated to be 1.5 ms. 20
images are taken for a similar time delay to ensure the repeatability. A similar experimental setup
was used in a previous report [90].

5.4

Conclusion
A carbon ion with a charge up to C6+ is generated by 1.2 J spark-coupled to carbon

plasma generated by 80 mJ laser pulse ablation of a C target, whereas up to C4+ is detected with a
DC voltage applied to the target for similar conditions. A time delay between the spark-discharge
and the laser pulse of ~0.9 µs maximizes the generated charge and charge state. This geometry of
coupling the spark discharge energy to the expanding plasma plume with the electric field along
the direction of plume expansion enhances the total ion generation and reduces the complexity of
the laser-spark discharge for ion generation.
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CHAPTER 6

NANOSCALE HEAT TRANSFER MEASUREMENT BY FEMTOSECOND PUMPPROBE SPECTROSCOPY

6.1

Introduction

Ultrafast laser spectroscopy is a very effective technique for studying the non-equilibrium
electron dynamics in the solid. Experimental investigations of non-equilibrium electron
dynamics

are

demonstrated by several

techniques

such

as

ultrafast

time-resolved

thermomodulation reflectivity/transmissivity (TTR) [91, 92], surface-plasmon polariton
resonance (SPP) [93, 94], time-resolved two-photon photoemission (TPPE) [95, 96], and singlephoton photoemission [97]. A simple experimental setup known as the pump-probe technique is
used in these experiments. In the pump-probe technique, a high-intensity pump beam is used to
heat up the target surface, while the low-intensity probe beam is used to measure the induced
changes in the target surface. Thermomodulation experiments in metals rely on the use of an
ultrashort pulse to perturb the hot electrons and then probe the changes in the optical properties
of the metal with a delayed probe pulse.
The heat transfer mechanism in the micro and nanoscale is of much interest to the
development of nanoscale devices and to probe surface phenomena [98-103]. The thermal
conductivity measurement techniques can be divided into steady-state and transient methods.
The steady-state method measures the thermal properties by creating a time-independent
temperature difference, whereas the transient method measures the time-dependent heat
dissipation process of a sample. The appropriate method to use for thermal conductivity
measurement depends on the material’s thermal properties, sample configuration, and
measurement temperature. The most commonly used thin films thermal conductivity
measurement techniques are the steady-state methods, the 3ω method (periodical heating), and
the transient thermoreflectance technique in both time-domain (TDTR) and frequency-domain
(FDTR) [104].
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The femtosecond transient thermoreflectance technique was widely applied to observe
the transient changes in reflectance. In this technique, a femtosecond laser pulse is split into a
heating pulse and a weaker probe pulse. The heating pulse is used to generate transient heating
while the probe pulse detects changes in the optical properties of the sample. A variable time
delay between the pump and probe pulses is produced by a translation stage. The probe then
takes a snapshot of the sample reflectance or transmittance at a specific experimental time delay
relative to the pump, where the temporal resolution of the snapshot is on the order of the probe
pulse duration. Transient thermomodulation measurement was conducted on Cu films using 8 ps
laser pulses [91]. Subsequently, sub-picosecond lasers were used to resolve nonequilibrium
heating in Au and Cu [92, 105]. Electron–phonon coupling in various metals was subsequently
studied [106]. The effect of film grain structure on electron–phonon coupling and electron
transport in Au was studied by performing transient thermomodulation experiments on singlecrystalline and polycrystalline Au films [107]. Alfano et al. reported on the investigation of
electron-phonon relaxation in Nb by femtosecond pump-probe experiment [108-110]. Most of
the early investigations were performed on thin films in order to isolate the effect of electron–
phonon relaxation on the thermomodulation signal from signal due to carrier transport. Paddock
and Eesley used transient thermoreflectance to measure thermal conductivity [111]. Several
investigators have recently revisited this idea since the thermal properties of thin films have
become a topic of great interest to the microelectronics industry [112].

6.2

Pump–probe technique in different experiments

Thermal conductivity and interfacial thermal conductance play crucial roles in the design
of engineering systems where temperature and thermal stress are of concern. A variety of
measurement techniques are available for both bulk and thin film solid-state materials with a
broad temperature range. For thermal characterization of bulk material, the steady-state method,
transient hot-wire method, laser flash diffusivity method, and transient plane source method are
mostly used. For thin film measurement, the 3ω method and the transient thermoreflectance
technique including both time-domain and frequency-domain analysis are widely employed.
Modulated photothermal techniques have been used to measure the thermal conductivity over the
past few years. In these techniques, heating from a modulated optical source causes an
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oscillatory temperature field on the sample surface that is measured by phase sensitive detection
instrumentation. David et al. used modulated thermoreflectance microscopy to study thermal
conductivity degradation in irradiated ceramic materials [113]. Jensen et al. used lock-in infrared
thermography and photothermal radiometry to study the effect of proton irradiation on ZrC
[114]. More recently, Khafizov et al. used a double color laser based modulated
thermoreflectance method without a metal coating to report on the thermal conductivity of
proton irradiated silicon [115].

6.3

Experimental setup

An optical pump-probe setup is used to observe the time domain thermoreflectance signal
of Nb thin films. A femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser, wavelength λ = 800 nm is used to produce
laser pulses with pulse width τ ~100 fs (full width at half-maximum) as measured by a second
harmonic generation crystal at a repetition rate of 80 MHz. The laser beam is split into pump and
probe beams by a nonpolarizing beam splitter with an intensity ratio of 9:1. The pump pulse with
the energy of ~0.15 nJ/pulse is used to heat the sample. An acousto-optic modulator (IntraAction
AOM-402AF3) is used to modulate the pump beam at a maximum modulation frequency of 1
MHz. A half-wave λ/2 plate is used to rotate the polarization of the pump beam, generating P or
S-polarized beam. The pump beam passes through a set of two mirrors mounted on a linear stage
(Newport FC100), which is used to change the optical path between the pump and probe pulses.
The minimum step size of the linear stage corresponds to a 6.67 fs time delay between the pump
and the probe pulses. A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 6.1.
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Fig. 6.1 Femtosecond time-domain thermoreflectance pump-probe setup. An acousto-optic modulator is
used to modulate the pump beam at 1 MHz. The linear translational stage is used to create the time delay
between the pump and the probe pulses.

A 10× objective lens is used to focus the pump and the probe beams on the surface of the
sample to diameters of ~5 and ~20 µm, respectively. The size of the pump beam is kept larger
than the probe beam to ensure that the probe beam remains entirely within the heated region. The
reflected probe beam is detected by the Si photodiode detector (Thorlabs, DET 10A). A polarizer
is positioned before the detector to block the scattered S polarized pump light. A lock-in
amplifier (Stanford Research Systems, SR865A) is used to detect the transient signal at the
reference frequency of the AOM. A LabView program is used to record the transient signal (ΔR)
and control the linear stage. The transient signal (ΔR) is divided by the static DC signal from the
photodetector (R) in the absence of the pump beam to determine ΔR/R. This process eliminates
any dependence of the final signal on the probe intensity or the size of the pinhole in front of the
photodiode. A photo of the femtosecond pump-probe setup at the ODU Applied Research Lab is
shown in Fig. 6.2.
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Fig. 6.2 Femtosecond pump-probe setup.

6.3.1 Acousto – optic modulator (AOM)

The AOM is operated in the Bragg mode, where the maximum diffraction efficiency
occurs when the incident laser beam and the first-order diffraction beam are adjusted to form
symmetrical angles with respect to the acoustic wave fronts shown in Fig. 6.3. Up to 90% of the
incident light can be diffracted into 1st order. Since acousto-optic devices are not 100% efficient,
all the light cannot be removed from 0 to 1st order [116]. No light remains in the 1st order when
the sound power is removed. The 1st order diffraction is most commonly used in applications
such as amplitude modulation. Fig. 6.4 shows the modulated pump beam photodiode signal. The
modulation frequency is selected as 600 kHz.
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Fig. 6.3 Schematic diagram of acousto-optic modulator. Reconstructrd after ref [116].
Modulated pump
beam
Reference pulse

Fig. 6.4 The modulation of the pump beam using acousto-optic modulator. The modulation frequency is
600 kHz.

6.3.2 Lock-in-amplifier

The change in thermoreflectance of the probe pulses due to the interaction with the
modulated pump beam is detected using a lock-in amplifier. The heating pulses, schematically
shown in Fig. 6.6(a), are incident on the surface of the sample and create a temperature rise with
each pulse. The period where there are no heating pulses results in a relaxation back to the initial
temperature. It is important that the sample cools before the next pulse arrives to ensure that the
sample does not continually heat up to a high base temperature. The corresponding change in
reflectivity of the sample is schematically shown in Fig. 6.7(c). As the reflectivity of the metal
surface is proportional to the imaginary part of dielectric constant, which is linearly dependent
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on temperature, the reflectivity will have the same shape as the temperature profile. Fig. 6.7(b)
shows the probe beam intensity before reflecting off the sample. After reflection, the probe beam
intensity is modulated according to the temperature of the sample surface as depicted in Fig.
6.7(c).
The photocurrent generated by the photodiode is passed through a band-pass filter that
selects only the generated thermoreflectance signal in a narrow band around 1 MHz. The lock-in
amplifier takes the Fourier transform of this wave and reports the magnitude of the wave as a
voltage typically on the order of 50 to 100 pico-volt. The temporal cooling curve is constructed
by moving the stage a small amount and measuring the magnitude of the sine wave at that point.
When the probe pulse arrives at the sample surface after the pump pulse, the resulting reflectivity
change corresponds to the sample after the deposition of energy and during the cooling process.

6.4

Thermomodulation study of Al thin film on Si by PLD
The pulsed laser deposition is used to generate Al thin film on Si substrate. The

thermomodulation data is measured during the film growth. Fig. 6.5 shows the ΔR/R during the
film growth. A 20-60 mJ laser nanosecond laser pulse at 5 Hz repetition rate is used to ablate a
99.999% pure Al foil. The continuous thermomodulation data is collected from the thin film.
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Fig. 6.5 Femtosecond time-domain thermoreflectance pump-probe setup. Nanosecond Nd:YAG laser
pulse is used to deposition Al thin-film on Si substrate. Thermoreflectivity of Al film is measured with
respect to deposition time.

Fig 6.6 shows the thermomodulation signal from the Al on the Si substrate. The Al is deposited
up to 40 minutes with laser pulse intensity ~ 2×109 W/cm2 on the target surface considering the
~10% energy loss in kodial glass viewport. The laser is hitting the target at a 45° angle normal to
the target surface. The laser spot on the target is measured as ∼2.5×10−3 cm2. Up to Al3+ ion
generation was reported for a similar laser intensity. Fig. 6.6 (a) shows the ΔR/R measurement
during the Al deposition. The Al film is deposited for 20 min. The heat diffusion equation is
fitted with the exponential data to calculate the thermal conductivity of the Al film. The thermal
conductivity increases from 200 W/mK to 270 W/mK when the Al film thickness increased from
~20 nm to ~100 nm, respectively shown in Fig. 6.6 (b). The initial fast response for Al thin film
is also measured for different thermal conductivity shown in Fig. 6.6 (c). The two-temperature
model is used to fit the thermomodulation data up to 10 ps. The electron-phonon coupling
coefficient and heat capacity of Al is collected from [117]. The thermal conductivity is varied
from 200 to 300 W/mK to observe the change in thermoreflectivity. The initial decay from the
peak due to electron phonon-coupling shows a very small dependence on thermal conductivity
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and the experimental result closely follows the heat diffusion model. The rise time of our
experimental data is a few picoseconds.
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Fig. 6.6 (a) In-situ ΔR/R is measured during pulsed laser deposition of Al film on Si substrate. ~ 2×109
W/cm2 laser intensity and 5 Hz repetition rate are used for pulsed laser deposition. (b) The thermal
conductivity is measured between 200 to 270 W/mK for response time up to 300 ps. (b) The initial
thermomodulation response is fitted with two temperature model which also agree with the thermal
conductance in range of 200 to 300 W/mK. The two temperature model parameters are collected from ref.
[117]

The cross-section SEM image of the Al/Si is taken to measure the film thickness. The SEM
image shows film with big Al clusters due to the pulse laser deposition. A continuous substrate
rotation and low power laser pulse deposition is an important factor to avoid the particle cluster.
The film thickness is measured as ~ 50 nm.
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Fig. 6.7 SEM image of Al on Si deposited by the pulse laser deposition. Nd:YAG laser pulse intensity ~
2×109 W/cm2 at 5 Hz repetition rate is used. The film thickness of approximately 100 nm is detected from
the cross-section image.

The laser pulse intensity is increased to ~ 5×109 W/cm. 5 Hz pulse repetition rate is used for Al
deposition for maximum 90 min. Fig. 6.9 (a) and (b) show the change in the thermal conductivity
for different deposition time. The thermal conductivity is increased from 200 to 300 W/mK when
the deposition time is increased from 30 to 90 min deposition. Fig. 6.9 (b) shows the initial
change in the thermomodulation signal. The two-temperature model is used to fit the electronphono coupling. The parameters used for the fitting are acquired from [117].
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Fig. 6.8 In-situ ΔR/R response measurement of Al on Si with ~ 2×109 W/cm2 laser intensity and 5 Hz
repetition rate are used for pulsed laser deposition pulsed laser deposition is used. Laser parameters: 40
mJ, ns laser pulse, 5 Hz repetition rate

The amount of Al clusters are increased which is confirmed by the SEM image. From the crosssection SEM image, the film thickness is measured as ~200 µm for 90 min Al deposition. The
shift in the initial fast response with increasing film thickness can be related to the defect and the
film topography. The increase in the laser energy adds a significant number of defects to the
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thin-film. The defect and morphology of the thin film has a significant effect on the
thermoreflectance signal that was previously reported [118-120].

Fig. 6.9 SEM image of Al on Si deposited by the pulse laser deposition. Nd:YAG laser pulse intensity ~
5×109 W/cm2 at 5 Hz repetition rate is used to deposit Al for 90 min. The film thickness of approximately
~200 nm is detected from the cross-section image.
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6.5

On-line aluminum thin-film thickness measurement

Picosecond acoustics was initially developed by Maris and Tauc at Brown University
[121]. This technique is extended to the sub-picosecond time domain and utilized in the study of
the properties of buried interfaces and in characterizing the acoustic properties of thin-films and
interfaces [122, 123]. Picosecond ultrasonic setup was used to deduce Young’s modulus and
Poisson’s ratio of any isotropic thin-film [124]. Picosecond acoustics was also studied in
polymer, transparent thin-films and metal-liquid interfaces [125-127]. Jacqueline et al. measured
the time-of-flight of the acoustic pulse at ΔR(t)/R of about 10-5 to detect up to the fifth
picosecond acoustics echo in a 50 nm Al film on the sapphire substrate [128]. Norris et al.
extrapolated the thermal conductivity of a tungsten thin-film through a curve-fitting method that
compares results with the parabolic two-step (PTS) heat diffusion model and the thickness by the
observation of ultrasonic waves generated by femtosecond laser heating pulses [129].
In this work, we used a non-contact and non-destructive optical pump-probe spectroscopy
to probe the in-situ growth of Al and on Si during thermal evaporation. The thickness of the film
is varied between 30 to 370 nm.

6.6

Experimental setup

The in-situ Al thin film growth is monitored inside a vacuum chamber. A customized
vacuum chamber is designed for this experimental purpose. Si substrate is mounted on a thermal
evaporator that is used to grow the thin-film on Si substrate. Al wire (99.999%) is evaporated
using tungsten filament at a 45º angle to the normal target surface. The vacuum pressure of the
chamber is maintained in the low 10−7 range which increases up to a low of 10−6 during
deposition.
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Fig. 6.10 Femtosecond time-domain thermoreflectance pump-probe setup. The acousto-optic modulator is
used to modulate the pump beam at 1 MHz frequency. The linear stage is used to create the time delay
between pump and probe beam.

6.7

Results

The principle of the pump-probe technique is shown in Fig. 6.10. A femtosecond pump
pulse is focused onto the Al thin-film. The temperature rise in the Al surface depends on the
incident laser intensity, reflectance and skin depth of the thin-film material [130]. The sudden
increase in temperature causes thermal stress in the illuminated area. The material on the surface
region expands and launches a longitudinal acoustic pulse into the thin-film. The spatial
dependence of the pulse depends on the absorption profile and the acoustic boundary condition
of the thin-film. The generated pulse propagates through the film, reflects at the interface to
substrate or at an inhomogeneity in the film and returns to the front surface after a time 𝑡 =
2𝑑/𝑣where d is the thickness of the film. The thickness of the thin-film d can be determined with
the given knowledge of the sound velocity v inside the thin-film. The defect inside the thin-film
can also be detected if its extent is parallel to the surface is comparable with the illuminated area
of the sample. In the pump-probe setup, the probe pulse, whose duration is the same as pump
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pulse, is focused onto the same spot as the pump but is delayed in time. The reflectivity
undergoes a change ΔR when the acoustic pulse approaches the surface. The change in
reflectivity is related to the temperature derivative of the refractive index, and for small
temperature excursions the temperature derivative is constant [131]. The reflectivity of a metal
surface decreases with the increasing temperature. This situation is analogous to the decrease in
electrical conductivity with increasing temperature, and it is the result of an increased electronphonon collision frequency [131]. Thomsen et al. showed that the complex index of refraction
coefficients is a function not only of temperature, but also strain, η(z,t) [121]. The corresponding
change in the refraction coefficients as a function of strain is given by the equations
∆𝑛(𝑧, 𝑡) =

𝜕𝑛
𝜂(𝑧, 𝑡)
𝜕𝜂

∆𝑘(𝑧, 𝑡) =

𝜕𝑘
𝜂(𝑧, 𝑡)
𝜕𝜂

where z is the spatial variable perpendicular to the film surface and t is the acoustic propagation
time in the film. The refraction coefficients are material constants. The knowledge of the change
in refraction coefficients due to strain is not required for thickness measurements. The round-trip
time of the echoes are determined, and the thin-film thickness is calculated by correlating period
of the echoes with the longitudinal sound velocity inside the thin-film.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.11 The cross-section SEM image of Al film. The film is deposited for 1.5 hr. The input voltage on
the variac transformer is 10 V. The Al film thickness is measured as 370 nm.
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~ 30 nm

~ 366 nm

Fig. 6.12 Online thermoreflectance response of Aluminum thin film on a silicon substrate. The ΔR/R
response is measured during the film deposition by thermal evaporation. The film thickness of 30 to 366
nm is detected by the thermoreflectance response.

The online thermoreflectance signal from the Al film at room temperature is monitored.
Fig. 6.12 shows the reflectivity response of the Al thin-film deposited on a silicon substrate for
1.5 hrs. The acoustic pulse reflection and attenuation at the film surface is detected at 25 ps. The
ultrasonic echoes have a period of 10 ps, which corresponds to a film thickness of ~30 nm for a
longitudinal sound velocity of 6,320 ms–1 inside Al thin-film. The ΔR/R is measured
continuously at the same spot. The film thickness is measured as 30, 63, 94, 126, 183, 199, 225,
233, and 366 nm. No ultrasonic eco is observed for the film thickness out of the 30 – 366 nm
range. The cross-section SEM image shows the film thickness of 370 nm.
The femtosecond laser pulse localized the heat both spatially and temporally on the thin
films. To measure the thermal properties, a relationship between the reflectance of the film and
the theoretical thermal response must be known. The parabolic one-step heat transfer model is
given by

𝐶

𝜕𝑇(𝑥,𝑡)
𝜕𝑡

= −𝐾

𝜕2 𝑇(𝑥,𝑡)
𝜕𝑥 2

) + 𝐼(1 − 𝑅). 𝛼. 𝑒𝑥 𝑝(−𝛼𝑥) 𝑒𝑥 𝑝(𝑡/𝜏)2

(6.1)
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where T(x,t) is the temperature profile, x is the distance normal to the film surface, C is the heat
capacity per unit volume, K is the thermal conductivity, R is the reflectance of the film, I is the
laser intensity, α is absorption per unit length or the skin depth, τ is the laser pulse width, x is the
direction normal to the film surface, J is the laser fluence, tp is the laser pulse width, R is the
reflectance of the film, and d is the optical penetration depth. The assumption of a onedimensional thermal model is valid for film thicknesses much less than the diameter of the
heated region. Thermoreflectance results have an initial fast transient, followed by a gradual
decay and finally, some nominal value of the signal remains. This spike is primarily due to the
initial absorption of the laser by electrons followed by electron-phonon relaxation. Although the
initial response depends on the electron temperature, the signal after ~100 ps of initial change
depends entirely on the lattice temperatures.
The heat transfer mechanism can be evaluated by extrapolating the simulation data with
the experimental data. The comparison between the heat equation and the experimental data is
shown in Fig. 6.13. In the heat transfer model, the heat diffusion is calculated with respect to
film thickness as well as heat diffusion time. For the 30 nm film, the heat transfer result shows a
zero slope after 25 ps whereas the 366 nm Al film shows a nearly exponential decay of the
temperature with time. The thermal conductivity of the Si substrate is ~180 times less than the Al
thin film, so no significant heat transfer occurs between the Al thin film and Si substrate. The
detail thin film thickness dependence heat diffusion simulation is provided in appendix A.
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Fig. 6.13 Comparison between the thermomodulation experimental data with the heat diffusion model at
different thickness. The heat diffusion model is fitted for 270 W/mK.

6.8

Conclusion

The major outcomes of our work are the construction and optimization of a femtosecond
pump-probe experimental setup to measure the thermal conductivities of superconductive Nb. A
100 mm delay line is used to measure the themoreflectance signal (ΔR/R) in the order of ~10-6 up
to 650 ps. In addition, the modulation frequency, modulation depth and power of the pump beam
are optimized for our experimental setup. A femtosecond pump-probe experimental setup is used
to determine the in-situ thickness of thermally evaporating Al onto a silicon substrate by
detecting propagating ultrasonic acoustic waves. The procedure shows a non-contact, in-situ
thin-film characterization. This technique is most effective for highly reflective thin-films as well
as a substrate film combined with a high coefficient of acoustic mismatch.
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CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY

A Q-switched Nd:YAG laser pulse is used to generate multicharged ions from the solid
Al and C target. Laser plasma is characterized by optical emission spectra and the time-of-flight
ion detection system which consists of a Faraday cup, retarding field analyzer and electrostatic
energy analyzer. Retarding electric field is used to determine the kinetic energy of multicharged
ions. Up to C4+ and Al4+ are generated using the laser pulse only.
The ion transport line components of the laser ion system such as einzel lens and
hemispherical electrostatic energy analyzer are simulated by ion simulation software SIMION to
detect the optimum condition of ion beam focusing and bending. Up to a 1 mm diameter beam
can be generated using an einzel lens, and specific ion groups can be detected by the
hemispherical energy analyzer depending on their energy to charge ratio.
A spark discharge pulse forming network is integrated with the laser ion source to
increase the ionization of laser plasma. The spark discharge coupling to laser plasma delivered
up to C6+ and Al8+. Spark-discharge energy further ionized the plasma produced by the laser
pulse at low laser energies. Optical emission spectra and the time-of-flight signal are investigated
to estimate the plasma temperature and density. The optical emission spectra and TOF signal
confirm that the plasma temperature increases when the spark-discharge is initiated. Introducing
an additional electrical field to the source chamber showed that the generated ions can gain extra
kinetic energy and can be accelerated to several keV energies.
Several experiments were conducted to study the thermal conductivity of the Al thin film.
For this purpose, femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy is constructed in the research facility of
Applied Research Center in Newport News, VA. First, the pulse laser deposition technique was
used to deposit the Al thin film on Si substrate. The thermal conductivity was measured, butno
ultrasonic eco was detected for pulse laser deposition Al film. The thermal evaporation was used
to deposit more uniform Al thin film. In-situ film thickness from 30 to 366 nm was detected
using the ultrasonic eco generated by the femtosecond laser pulse.
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APPENDIX A

LABVIEW AND MATLAB CODE FOR PUMP-PROBE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Parabolic one step (POS) temperature model for gold thin film:

function pdex4
m = 0;
x = linspace(0,20E-9,1000);

% 0 to 20 nm film thickness

t = linspace(-2*90E-15,5E-12,1000);

% -180 fs to 5 Ps time range

sol = pdepe(m,@pdex4pde,@pdex4ic,@pdex4bc,x,t);

% MATLAB function for PDPE

u = sol(:,:,1);

% Solution for Te

xlswrite('C:\Users\Mahmud\Desktop\matlab example\test1.xls',t(:));

% record time (x axis )

xlswrite('C:\Users\Mahmud\Desktop\matlab example\test1.xls',u,'b1:b1000'); % record Te (Y
axis )

function [c,f,s] = pdex4pde(x,t,u,DuDx)
c = 2.5E6;

% heat capacity (C)

f = 315*DuDx;

% Conductivity (K)

s = ((1-0.93)*10/(96E-15*15.3E-9))*exp(-(x/15.3E-9)-(2.77*(t/96E-15)^2));

% Source

% -------------------------------------------------------------function u0 = pdex4ic(x);
u0 = 300;

% initial condition

% -------------------------------------------------------------function [pl,ql,pr,qr] = pdex4bc(xl,ul,xr,ur,t)
pl = 0;
ql = 1;
pr = 0;
qr = 1;

% boundary condition
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Two temperature model for Au:
function pdex4
m = 0;
x = linspace(0,20E-9,1000);
t = linspace(0E-12,20E-12,1000);

sol = pdepe(m,@pdex4pde,@pdex4ic,@pdex4bc,x,t);
u1 = sol(:,:,1);
u2 = sol(:,:,2);

xlswrite('C:\Users\Mahmud\Desktop\matlab example\test1.xls',t(:));
xlswrite('C:\Users\Mahmud\Desktop\matlab example\test1.xls',u1,'b1:b1000');
xlswrite('C:\Users\Mahmud\Desktop\matlab example\test1.xls',u2,'c1:c1000');

function [c,f,s] = pdex4pde(x,t,u,DuDx)
c = [67.96*u(1); 2.4E6];
f = [318*u(1)/u(2); 0].* DuDx;
y = u(1)-u(2);
F = 2E16*y;
sour=((1-0.4)*4.9/(100E-15*15.3E-9))*exp(-(20e-9/15.3E-9)-(2.77*(t/100E-15)^2));
s = [-F+sour; F];

% -------------------------------------------------------------function u0 = pdex4ic(x);
u0 = [300;300];
% -------------------------------------------------------------function [pl,ql,pr,qr] = pdex4bc(xl,ul,xr,ur,t)
pl = [0; 0];
ql = [1; 1];
pr = [0; 0];
qr = [1; 1];
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Single temperature model for Nb
function pdex4
m = 0;
x = linspace(0,100E-6,1000);
t = linspace(-200E-15,700E-12,5000);

sol = pdepe(m,@pdex4pde,@pdex4ic,@pdex4bc,x,t);
u = sol(:,:,1);

% A surface plot is often a good way to study a solution.
%surf(x,t,u)
%title('Numerical solution computed with 20 mesh points.')
%xlabel('Distance x')
%ylabel('Time t')
% -------------------------------------------------------------xlswrite('C:\Users\Mahmud\Desktop\matlab example\test2.xls',t(:));
xlswrite('C:\Users\Mahmud\Desktop\matlab example\test2.xls',u,'b1:b5000');
function [c,f,s] = pdex4pde(x,t,u,DuDx)
c = 2.3E6;
f = 55*DuDx;
s = ((1-0.93)*.51/(100E-15*15.3E-9))*exp(-(x/15.3E-9)-(2.77*(t/100E-15)^2));
% -------------------------------------------------------------function u0 = pdex4ic(x);
u0 = 300;
% -------------------------------------------------------------function [pl,ql,pr,qr] = pdex4bc(xl,ul,xr,ur,t)
pl = 0;
ql = 1;
pr = 0;
qr = 1;
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Two temperature model for Nb

function pdex4
m = 0;
x = linspace(0,1E-6,1000);
t = linspace(-400E-15,500E-12,1000);

sol = pdepe(m,@pdex4pde,@pdex4ic,@pdex4bc,x,t);
u1 = sol(:,:,1);
u2 = sol(:,:,2);

xlswrite('C:\Users\Mahmud\Desktop\matlab example\test1.xls',t(:));
xlswrite('C:\Users\Mahmud\Desktop\matlab example\test1.xls',u1,'b1:b1000');
xlswrite('C:\Users\Mahmud\Desktop\matlab example\test1.xls',u2,'c1:c1000');

function [c,f,s] = pdex4pde(x,t,u,DuDx)
c = [720*u(1); 2.3E6];
f = [55*u(1)/u(2); 0].* DuDx;
y = u(1)-u(2);
F = 20E17*y;
sour=((1-0.93)*.51/(100E-15*15.3E-9))*exp(-(x/15.3E-9)-(2.77*(t/100E-15)^2));
s = [-F+sour; F];
% -------------------------------------------------------------function u0 = pdex4ic(x);
u0 = [300;300];
% -------------------------------------------------------------function [pl,ql,pr,qr] = pdex4bc(xl,ul,xr,ur,t)
pl = [0; 0];
ql = [1; 1];
pr = [0; 0];
qr = [1; 1];
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Fig. A.1 Reproduction of Electron temperature relaxation at the surface of 20 to 500 nm Au sample after
ref [132]. The following material parameters are used: reflectivity R=0.408, skin depth 1/a = 15.328×l0–9
m, electron-phonon coupling coefficient G = 2×1016 W/m3K, conductivity K=318 W/mK, Ae=67.96
mJ/cm2, and absorbed fluence 0.49 mJ/cm2.
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Fig. A.2 Reproduction of Electron and lattice temperature relaxation at the surface of 20 nm Au sample
after [132]. The following material parameters are used: R=0.408, 1/a = 15.328×l0–9 m, G = 2×1016
W/m3K, K=318 W/mK, Ae=67.96 mJ/cm2, and 0.49 mJ/cm2 absorbed fluence.
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Fig. A.3 Electron temperature relaxation simulation at the surface of 1 µm Nb sample. The thermal
conductivity varied from 10 to 110 Wm-1K-1 all other material parameters are obtained from reference
[108].

0 nm

10 nm

1000 nm

Fig. A.4 Electron temperature relaxation for different thickness of Nb thin film. The material parameters
are used from reference [108].

LabVIEW data acquisition
The LabVIEW program is used to control the stage and the lock-in-amplifier simultaneously.
The main two section of the operations are
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1. The stage control:
2. Data acquisition from the lock-in-amplifier
Start

Homing

Input
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Start position
End position
Step size
Number of loops

Go to Start
position

Current
position > end
position

No

Current position
+ step size

Save data
point

Yes

No

Current loop
+1 > Input
loop

Yes
Save
data file

Stop
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Fig. A.5 LabVIEW program: FLC 100 Newport corporation 100 mm stage control.
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Fig. A.6 LabVIEW program: Thorlab 300 mm stage control.
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Fig. A.7 the front panel of the LabVIEW data acquisition program.
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APPENDIX B

CONSTRUCTION OF PUMP-PROBE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Laser turn-on procedure

1. Make sure the laser power supply is on. After turning on the power supply, it should take 20~30 min
to warm up the system.

2. Turn on the chiller for the Millennia green pump laser. The chiller temperature should be at 23° C.

3. Turn on the chiller for the Tsunami oscillator. The chiller temperature should be 17° C.
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4. Press the “laser power” button to start the warm-up process. The warm-up time bar will appear on
the “main” screen. It should take 5~10 min to warm up.

5. When the warm-up process is completed, go to the “setup info” menu.
The mode > power.

6. Long press the “Power” button to start the lasing. The “laser Emission” sign will turn on. The
laser on the sign will light up on the millennia. The laser power will gradually increase up to the
set power.
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7. The laser power can be set in two different setpoints P1 and P2. To change the laser output power
change the P1 or P2 set. Open the shutter when required.

Mode-locking Procedure

1. Keep the laser on for 30 min.
2. Measure the output power. The output power should be more than 850 mW. Check the optical
spectra. A narrow optical line should appear around 780 nm.

3. Use the two-control knob in the middle portion of the Tsunami to achieve the mode lock. The top and
the bottom knobs are used to control the slit and the prism, respectively. A small vibration in the
prism is required to achieve lock mode.
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Slit knob
Prism knob

4. Keep both the prism and slit knob around 7 mm. Now quickly change the prism knob position to
the forward or backward direction ± 1 mm. The lock mode should be achieved. The spectrum
will be broadened.

Alignment of acousto-optic-modulator

1. Mount the acousto-optic-modulator so that the rotation and X-Y movement is available.
2. A beam expender can be used inversely to reduce the beam diameter at 2 mm. The smaller beam
diameter is required for better efficiency of the acousto-optic-modulator.
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3. Connect the RF power supply and the signal generator.
4. Turn on the RF power supply. Increase the power to “level 8”. Keep the signal generator off.

RF power
supply

Power knob

Signal
generator

5. Change the X-Y position of the modulator head if required. The fundamental beam should
appear along with 1st, 2nd or even higher order harmonics. Carefully rotate the modulator head
clockwise and anticlockwise to increase the intensity of the 1st order beam compared to the
fundamental.

2nd 1st 0 -1st
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6. Use an iris to block all other beams except 1st order harmonics.
7. Turn on the signal generator and change the RF power level to adjust the modulation depth.

Linear Stage alignment

1. The beam profiler is used to detect the beam movement in the near and far end of the stage.

2. The stage needs to be inspected before mounting. An extra base is required for some stages for
proper alignment.
3. The retroreflector mirror is used on the stage to make the in and outgoing beam almost perfectly
parallel (1 arcmin).
4. First, the beam movement in the X direction is adjusted by changing the X position of the mirror
in from of the retroreflector.
5. Then the beam movement in the Y direction is adjusted by X position in the same mirror.
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X-Y correction
Retroreflector
mirror

Beam
position

6. The maximum shift in the beam is achieved up to ± 5 µm

Pump and probe beam overlapping

1. A camera with a zoom lens is used to ensure the overlapping of the pump and the probe beam.
2. Make the pump and probe beam perfectly parallel in the far end by using two mirrors and two iris
in the probe line. Use first mirror to center the beam to the first iris and second mirror to center
the beam to the second iris.
3. Put the lens or the sample on a linear stage.
4. Block the pump beam. Move the lens or the sample until the probe beam size is at its minimum.
5. Unblock the pump. The pump and probe should be very close to each other.
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6. Try to overlap the pump and the probe by changing the position of the polarized beam splitter.
7. For very fine tuning of the beam overlaping, slightly change the lens or sample position.

Signal detection and lock-in-amplifier
1. The ΔR signal is in order of 10-6 range. To detect the signal the strength of the pump and probe
beam is very important. Measure the voltage of the probe beam using an oscilloscope.
2. A glass slide can be used to check the saturation of the signal if the signal is too high. Glass slides
usually cut 10% of the power

3. The ΔR is observed between 10-6 to 10-8 for any type of samples. The different variables of the
lock-in-amplifier are also very important to detect a clear signal The parameters are given in the
table below.
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Table B.1 general parameter for the operation of lock-in-amplifier

Minimum probe voltage

12 mV (rms)

Maximum probe voltage

300 mV (rms)

(signal saturate)
Sensivity

20 µV

Time contant

300 ms

Input range

10 mV

Filter

12 db

Current

1 µA

External Trigger

600 kHz
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APPENDIX C

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT OF Nb THIN-FILM

X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of Nb on sapphire is shown in Fig. C.1. A polycrystalline 1-µm
Nb film, with a highly oriented (1,1,0) plane, is deposited on sapphire substrate by magnetron
sputtering. A weak Nb (2,2,0) peak is also observed. The crystallite size of Nb (1,1,0) is
calculated as 17.6 nm using the Debye-Scherrer equation. The transient signal (ΔR) is collected
using the lock-in-amplifier. The ΔR is divided by the static DC signal (R) from the photodiode to
eliminate any dependence of the final signal on the intensity or size of the probe beam. The
normalized ΔR/R is shown in Fig. C.2. The values of the parameters in Table C.1 are used to
measure the thermal conductivity (K) by curve fitting to the 1D heat diffusion equation C.1.

𝐶

𝜕𝑇(𝑥,𝑡)
𝜕𝑡

= −𝐾

𝜕2 𝑇(𝑥,𝑡)
𝜕𝑥 2

) + 𝐼(1 − 𝑅). 𝛼. 𝑒𝑥 𝑝(−𝛼𝑥) 𝑒𝑥 𝑝(𝑡/𝜏)2

C.1

The experimental result is fitted with the 1D heat equation to determine the thermal conductivity
as 54 ± 2 Wm−1K−1. The data is fitted after 50 ps as the heat propagation mostly depends on the
diffusion process. Physical constants of Nb are used in the calculations [108]. Reflectivity (R) =
0.9, radiation penetration depth (d) = 15.3 nm, initial temperature (T0) = 300 K, lattice heat
capacity (C) = 2.3 × l06 J/m3K.

Table C.1 Physical constants of Nb used in calculations [108]

Reflectivity (R)

0.9

Radiation penetration depth (d)

15.3 nm

Initial temperature (T0)

300 K

Lattice heat capacity (C)

2.3 × l06 J/m3K
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Fig C.1 (a) XRD pattern of 1 µm Nb film on the sapphire substrate. (b) The thickness of the thin film is
confirmed by SEM.
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Fig. C.2 The normalized change in thermoreflectance of a 1 µm Nb on sapphire. The experimental result
is fitted with the 1D heat equation to determine the thermal conductivity as 54 ± 2 Wm−1K −1.
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APPENDIX D

TEMPERATURE DEPENDANCE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT OF
INGOT NIOBIUM

cryogenic chamber is used to measure the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity
of Nb shown in Fig.D.1. A closed-loop He cooled cariogenic chamber is used to cool down the
Nb sample. The roughing and thermomolecular pump are used to vacuum the system up to 10-6
torr. The minimum temperature recorded from the cryogenic system is 6 K. However, no
thermoreflectance measurement is conducted at 6 K due to the vibration of the cryogenic
chamber. Helium compressor is turned off to avoid the vibration the and the thermoreflectance
result is collected at 70 K where the temperature drop is much slower compared to at 6 K. Fig.
D.2 shows that no significant change in the slop of the ΔR/R is observed. According to the
previous reports the thermal conductivity of Nb is 55 ± 5 Wm-1K-1 in the range of 10 to 300 K. A
significant rise in thermal conductivity is reported around 6 K which is the critical temperature of
Nb.

Fig. D.1 Cryogenic chamber for temperature dependence thermal conductivity measurement.
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Fig. D.2 Temperature dependence of the thermoreflectance measurement of ingot Nb.
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APPENDIX E

THE LIST OF PARTS IN PUMP-PROBE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Ite
m

Qty

Part
Number

Description

Company

1

1

AOM402AF3

MODULATOR

2

1

ME-403

3

1
GBE03B

4

1

MY10X
-803

5

2

DET10
A2

6

1

BSN11

7

1

LPNIRE
100-B

Unit
price

Price

Intra action

$832.00

$832.00

ME-403
MODULATOR
DRIVER
3X Achromatic
Galilean Beam
Expander, AR
Coated: 650 1050 nm

Intra action

$1013.00

$1013.00

MY10X-803 10X Mitutoyo
Plan
Apochromat
Objective, 0.28
NA, 34 mm
WD
Si Detector, 200
- 1100 nm, 1 ns
Rise Time, 0.8
mm2, Universal
8-32 / M4
Mounting Holes
Ø1" 10:90
(R:T) UVFS
Plate
Beamsplitter,
Coating: 7001100 nm, t = 5
mm
Ø1" Linear
Polarizer with
N-BK7
Windows, 600-

Thorlabs

Thorlabs

Thorlabs

Thorlabs

Thorlabs

Link

https://www $494.70
.thorlabs.co
m/thorprodu
ct.cfm?partn
umber=GB
E03-B
https://www $890.46
.thorlabs.co
m/thorprodu
ct.cfm?partn
umber=MY
10X-803

$494.70

https://www $159.12
.thorlabs.co
m/thorprodu
ct.cfm?partn
umber=DET
10A2
https://www $120.36
.thorlabs.co
m/thorprodu
ct.cfm?partn
umber=BSN
11

$318.24

https://www $112.20
.thorlabs.co
m/thorprodu
ct.cfm?partn

$112.20

$890.46

$120.36
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1100 nm

umber=LPN
IRE100-B

8

1

PBS252

1" Polarizing
Beamsplitter
Cube, 620 1000 nm

Thorlabs

9

1

XYF1 XY

XYF1 - XY
Mount for 1" 3" Rectangular
Optics, 8-32
Taps

Thorlabs

10

2

HRS101
5-AG

1" x 1" Hollow Thorlabs
Roof Prism
Mirror,
UltrafastEnhanced Silver

11

2

WPH10
E-780

WPH10E-780 Ø1" Polymer
Zero-Order
Half-Wave
Plate, 780 nm

12

1

GBE02B

13

8

UM10AG

GBE02-B - 2X Thorlabs
Achromatic
Galilean Beam
Expander, AR
Coated: 650 1050 nm
UM10-AG Thorlabs
Ø1" UltrafastEnhanced Silver
Mirror, 750 1000 nm

14

1

UGP-1

Ultima Gimbal
Prism Mount, 1
in., 100 TPI
Adjustment
Screws

Thorlabs

Newport

https://www
.thorlabs.co
m/thorprodu
ct.cfm?partn
umber=PBS
252
https://www
.thorlabs.co
m/thorprodu
ct.cfm?partn
umber=XY
F1
https://www
.thorlabs.co
m/thorprodu
ct.cfm?partn
umber=HRS
1015-AG
https://www
.thorlabs.co
m/thorprodu
ct.cfm?partn
umber=WP
H10E-780
https://www
.thorlabs.co
m/thorprodu
ct.cfm?partn
umber=GB
E02-B
https://www
.thorlabs.co
m/newgroup
page9.cfm?
objectgroup
_id=8159
https://www
.newport.co
m/f/gimbale
d-threeaxis-optictilt-mount

$222.36

$222.36

$345.00

$345.00

$333.54

$667.08

$276.42

$552.84

$411.06

$411.06

$98.94

$791.52

$331

$331
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APPENDIX F

SPUTTERING SYSTEM OPERATION

Operating procedure of sputtering system:
1.

Sample loading:

a.

Clean the substrate holder with ethanol and clean it properly.

b.

Ensure your gloves are clean.

c.

Select 4” or 6” substrate holder keeping in mind that 4” holder can be heated up to
850°C while 6” holder can be heated only up to 400° C.

d.

Clean the screw and clips by ultrasonic cleaner for 5 min.

e.

Mount the substrates using screws and clips. To avoid contamination, do not
touch the substrates with hands, handle with tweezers.

2.

Transferring the Substrate to Chamber

a.

Ensure the substrate transfer door is open. Always place the door with O-ring
facing up to avoid damaging it.

b.

Hold the substrate holder plate from the edges with your right hand. The substrate
should be facing your palm but not touching.

c.

Turn the plate over with substrate facing down now and transfer through the
substrate mounting door.

d.

Raise it against the propeller in the center of the quartz plate and turn the
propeller clockwise with your left hand by turning the motor shaft on the top lid.
This will engage the propeller in the grooves on the back of the substrate plate.

e.

3.

Ensure the substrate plate is held securely before removing your hand

Pump Down process
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a.

Close the top lid gently using the handle and tighten the screw.

b.

Close the side door.

c.

Ensure the nitrogen pressure valves are off. Fig. F.1

d.

Ensure the argon pressure valves are off. Fig. F.2

e.

Ensure the vent valve is off. Fig. F.3

f.

Ensure gas1 shutter is off. Fig. F.4

g.

Ensure the turbo isolation valve is fully open. Fig. F.5

h.

Turn the pump on/off switch to ON. Fig. F.6

i.

Watch the turbo speed going up on its controller. It should reach 100%. If it does
not turn the pump switch off and let the staff know.

4.

Deposition rate measurement process

a.

Change the crystal of the thickness monitor if necessary.

b.

Press program >Next> (set up density with control knob) > next > (set up Z value
with control knob) > Press Program for main menu.

5.

c.

Make the substrate holder higher.

d.

Put the crystal in the middle of the substrate holder.

Deposition process:

a.

Make sure that the power supply relates to the right gun.

b.

Open the argon cylinder pressure valves. Fig. F.9

c.

Open the gas shutter. Fig. F.11

d.

Select the 1st nob. Fig. F.12

e.

Pull the nob and rotate fully clockwise to make the gas pressure maximum. Fig.
F.13

f.

Make the turbo gate valve nearly close to increasing the pressure to 3×10-2 torr to
generate plasma.

g.

Set up the power rotating the nob of the power supply.
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6.

h.

Turn on the power supply. Fig. F.14

i.

Change the pressure back to working pressure 3×10-3 torr. Fig. F.15

Venting the Chamber:

a.

All gases and plasma must be off before attempting to vent the chamber.

b.

Ensure turbo-isolation valve is open

c.

Ensure the ion gauge is off

d.

Open the nitrogen pressure valve

e.

Turn the pump switch off to turn off the turbo and backing pump.

f.

When the turbo stops spinning the chamber vent valve can be slowly opened to
speed up venting.
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Pump down process

Fig. F.3 N2 gas valve off

Fig. F.4 Gas shutter off

Fig. F.1 Ar gas valve off

Fig. F.6 MFCX off

Fig. F.2 Ar Vent valve off

Fig. F.5 Turbo gate
valve open (fully)
valve open (fully)

Fig. F.7 turn on the turbo pump

Fig. F.8 Frequency of the turbo pump
should reach 963 Hz
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Deposition process

Fig. F.11 lower Substrate for
deposition

Fig. F.14 MFCX on

Fig. F.10 Ar gas valve on

Fig. F.9 Gas shutter on

Fig. F.13 Change pressure to 3×10-2 Fig. F.12 Set the power
torr by changing gate valve position

Fig. F.17 Change pressure

Fig. F.15 Open the shutter

to 3×10-3 torr by changing

of appropriate gun

gate valve position

Fig. F.16 Set time to zero
thickness monitor

APPENDIX G

LASER INTERLOCK SYSTEM

The laser interlock system in ESB laser lab ODU is consists of 5 different components
1. The laser interlock system board ICS 6
2. Shutter LS-10
3. Interlock override switch
4. Access keypad (Ics-KP12)
5. ICS-6 Illuminated Sign

Display

Shutter
LS-10-12

Interlock
override
switch

Laser
interlock
system ICS6
Access
keypad (ICSKP12)

Shutter
LS-10-12

Laser lab
Fig. G.1 Schemeics ODU ESB laser interlock system.
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The laser interlock system board ICS 6
The laser interlock system board monitors the signal from different switches. The detail
description of the indicators is discussed in this section. The instructions are collected from the
ICS 6 manual.

LED indicators
“Interlock LED’s are provided for each of the four Interlock Monitors. Each pair refers to an
interlock switch it could be a shutter or door magnet. For each Interlock, a pair of yellow LEDs’
indicate that the interlock is open. The left-hand LED indicates the ‘A’ contact, the right-hand
LED indicates the ‘B’ contact. If the contact is not used and a wire link has been fitted, the
corresponding LED will not illuminate. If both ‘A’ and ‘B’ contacts are fitted and it is observed
that one LED is on and the other off, this indicates a fault which will be detected by the
mismatch detector if it is enabled.”

Fig. G.2 The laser interlock system board ICS 6.
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Mismatch detector
“The ICS-6 trips out and disables the interlock when either of its two safety circuits opens. Also,
the emergency stop button can trigger the mismatch detector. A mismatch is triggered, and the
mismatch fault light illuminates on the front panel when the second safety circuit does not open
within a short time of the first (typically around 1 second). It is not possible to arm the system if
the mismatch fault occurs. The restart is required to remove the mismatch fault.”

Arm button (illuminates blue)
“The Arm button will illuminate when both safety circuits are complete, and all output devices
are detected as being in a safe condition. This indicates that the ICS-6 is ready to be armed. If
both Safety Circuit Complete lights are lit but the button is not illuminated, this indicates that
one or more output devices are not detected in the safe condition.”

(a)

(b)

Fig. G.3 (a) The system is ready to arm. The blue LED is on. (b) The laser is armed by pressing the arm
button. The laser arm LED is on.

Laser armed LED
“When the 'Safety Circuit Complete' LED has lit and the Arm Laser button has been pressed, the
'Laser Armed' LED will light orange to warn that the ICS-6 has enabled the laser. If the ‘Safety
Circuit Complete’ LED is illuminated but the ‘Laser Armed’ LED does not illuminate when the
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Arm Laser button is pressed, this could indicate that the internal checking circuitry of the ICS-6
has detected a fault condition.”

Emergency stop
“The emergency stop led to indicate the emergency stop button is pressed for any of the shutter”

System override
“System override led indicates the system is overwritten either by internal or external override
switch/keypad.”

1. Beam blocking shutters
“The ICS-6 may operate one or more beam shutters and one or more laser interlocks. For
permanent fixed installations these may be directly wired to the ICS-6. Where there is any
possibility of the equipment being changed or moved it is often most convenient to be able to
unplug the equipment.
When the power supply to pin 1 of the shutter comes on, the middle yellow LED will light. The
green LED will also light indicating that the shutter is closed. Pressing the green button
momentarily will open the shutter. The Orange LED will light indicating that the shutter is open,
and the beam is exposed. To manually close the shutter, press the red button. Loss of power to
the shutter, such as when a door interlock switch trips the interlocked power supply, will also
cause it to close.”
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Fig. G.4 Laser shutter.

2. Override switch
“Lasermet override board allows an interlocked door to be opened for a short time without
interrupting the laser. When the override is activated a warning, the indicator is shown on the
ICS-6 and a buzzer sound. The override is time-limited, and the duration of override can be
adjusted between 6 and 27 seconds by adjusting the potentiometer marked R19, on the Override
board.
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(b)

(a)

Fig. G.5 (a) Override keypad outside laser lab. (b) override switch inside laser lab. Both are used to
temporarily override the laser interlock for 10 sec.

3. Override entry keypad
“The Lasermet ICS-KP12 is an entry keypad with built-in fail-safe override timer. It may be used
either as a key-coded override control, as a door release where door locks are used, or both. The
keypad is usually fitted adjacent to the entry door on the outside of the controlled area, and a
door release exit button is provided on the inside which activates the keypad remotely.”

Fig. G.6 Illuminated indicator outside the room.
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4. ICS-6 Illuminated sign
“If the output LS-10 shutters or contactors are closed that prove that it is a safe condition. The
sign control show “no hazard laser off”. The sign control will revert to the ‘Danger’ laser-armed
indication if these devices are not in the safe condition or they are removed from the system.”

Starting up
1) Set the mains switch on the unit to ‘1’.
2) Insert the key into the interlock key switch and turn to the right, ‘Enable’.
3) Close all interlocked doors. The LED’s on the front panel will indicate yellow if the
corresponding door is open.
4) Check any Emergency Stop buttons are released- if any have been pressed the emergency stop
lights will illuminate yellow.
4) The 'Safety Circuit Complete' LED’s will light green and the Arm laser illuminates blue.
5) When you are ready to operate the laser, press the Arm Laser button.

Resuming operation after an interlock switch has been opened
When any interlocked door is opened or the emergency stop button is activated, the ICS-6 will
cut the power to the laser or the shutters. To resume laser operation:
1) Close all interlocked doors (where necessary). Note LED state on the front panel.
2) Reset the emergency stop button (where necessary).
3) When ready to restart, press the ICS-6 Arm Laser button.

Using the override
The override facility, where fitted, allows interlocked doors to be opened for a short time without
the laser being interrupted.
1) To activate the override with a push button, simply press the button on the push-to-exit switch.
The system will now go into override mode for a short time, and a buzzer will sound.
2) To activate the override externally with the use of an ICS-KP12 keypad simply type in the
user’s 4-digit code (default is 3333) the system will now go into override mode for about 15
seconds. If there is a magnetic lock on the door this typically will be released for 5 seconds.
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APPENDIX H

UNPUBLISHED DATA

In-situ ΔR/R response measurement of Al on Si. Thermal evaporation is used to deposit the film. The
deposition parameters are: input voltage on variac 12 V, deposition rate approximately ~ 12.5 nm/min, the
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Fig. H.1 In-situ ΔR/R response measurement of Al on Si. Thermal evaporation is used for 0 to 120 min.
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Fig. H.2 In-situ ΔR/R response measurement of Al on Si. Thermal evaporation is used for 5 to 25 min.
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Fig. H.3 In-situ ΔR/R response measurement of Al on Si. Thermal evaporation is used for 5 to 25 min.
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Fig. H.4 ΔR/R response of ingot Nd at different temperature.
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Fig. H.5 ΔR/R response of ingot Nd for different polarization of pump beam. No significant difference is
observed.
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Fig. H.6 Comparison between in-situ measurement of ΔR/R from the thermal evaporation and PLD
generated thin film.
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Fig. H.7 (a) The time of flight signal for various laser intensity (b) time of flight signal for Al ions,
passing a retardation potential of 240V for a laser intensity of 3×109 W/cm2.
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Fig. H.8 The ion retardation for spark-discharge and without spark discharge. (a) For 1.2 J sparkdischarge energy retardation voltage is 240 V and (b) without spark-discharge retardation voltage is 160
V. For both case the laser intensity is 1.5×109 W/cm2.
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Fig. H.9 Deconvolution of the ion TOF signal into different ion charges, each with an SMB distribution.
Al1+, Al2+, and Al3+ are used to fit the TOF signals to estimate the Ti∼15 eV for a laser intensity of
1.5×109 W/cm2.
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